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Résumé de la thèse

Propriétés aléatoires des suites d'entiers

1 Introduction

La génération des nombres pseudoaléatoires joue un rôle important dans

beaucoup de domaines des mathématiques et de la physique, en particulier

dans les problèmes de cryptographie ou d'analyse numérique.

En cryptographie, l'un des algorithmes de chiffrement les plus sûrs est

le « one-time pad » : nous convertissons d'abord le message en une suite

d'entiers binaires (des « bits») AN = {al"", aN} E {a,l}N (par exemple,

à chaque lettre de l'alphabet, nous assignons un nombre représenté en forme

dyadique avec le même nombre de chiffres), donc AN s'appelle le texte clair.

Après, nous construisons (par exemple par l'observation d'un phénomène

physique) une suite binaire aléatoire EN = {el, ... ,eN} E {a,l}N (appelée

la clé) qui a la même longueur que le texte clair. Nous chiffrons le texte clair

AN bit par bit, en ajoutant modulo 2 ses éléments aux éléments de EN.

Un inconvénient évident du one-time pad est que la clé doit être aussi

longue que le texte clair, ce qui augmente la difficulté de la construction, de
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la gestion et de la distribution de la clé. Ces difficultés motivent la conception

d'un système de chiffrement pour lequel la clé est construite de manière

pseudoaléatoire à partir d'une petite clé secrète, avec l'intention que la clé

semble aléatoire à un adversaire disposant de moyens de calculs limités. De

tels systèmes de chiffrement n'offrent pas une sécurité sans condition, mais

on peut conserver l'espoir est qu'ils sont suffisamment sûrs.

Jusqu'à récemment, il n'y avait pas de tentative réussie de construc

tion d'une suite finie pseudoaléatoire. Par exemple, les définitions du terme

« pseudoaléatoire » qui sont basées sur la non-existence d'un algorithme

en temps polynômial pourraient être contestées immédiatement dans le cas

des suites finies, puisque dans les algorithmes en temps polynômial, il n'y a

aucune restriction pour le degré ou les coefficients du polynôme. Comment

dépendent-ils de la longueur de la suite?

Dans le cas fini, la complexité linéaire (voir par exemple [13]) est une

définition plus intéressante du pseudoaléatoire, qui repose sur la longueur du

« linear feedback shift register » le plus court (récurrence linéaire sur IF2 ) qui

construit une suite ayant EN pour les N premiers éléments. Mais encore le

fait que la complexité linéaire soit grande n'est pas suffisant pour considérer

que la suite EN est aléatoire. La complexité linéaire constitue une bonne

mesure pseudoaléatoire, mais elle est loin d'être satisfaisante.

Nouvelles mesures du caractère pseudoaléatoire

En 1997, C. Mauduit et A. Sârk6zy [n] ont introduit de nouvelles mesures

du caractère pseudoaléatoire des suites binaires. Considérons une suite finie
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EN = {el, ... ,eN} E {-1, +I}N (pour des raisons techniques, nous préférons,

pour des raisons de symétrie, travailler avec ±1 plutôt que 0 ou 1).

Définition 1 La mesure de bonne-distribution de EN est définie par

t-l

W(EN) = maxIU(EN(t,a,b)1 = max Lea+jb
a,b,t a,b,t .

J=O

où le maximum est pris sur tous les a, b, t tels que a, b, t E N et

1 :S a :S a + (t - l)b :S N.

Définition 2 La mesure de corrélation d'ordre k de EN est définie par

M

Ck(EN) = maxlV(EN,M,D)1 = max Len+dlen+d2, ... en+dk
M,D M,D

n=l

où le maximum est pris sur tous les D = (dl, d2 , ... , dk ) et M tels que 1 :S

Cassaigne, Mauduit et Sarküzy ont montré que, pour la majorité des suites

une suite EN peut être considérée comme une bonne suite pseudoaléatoire si

W(EN) et Ck(EN) (au moins pour petit k) sont petites en termes de N.

Il y a plusieurs manières de définir des mesures pseudoaléatoires comme

W et Ck, mais il n'y a aucune mesure universelle parfaite du caractère pseu-

doaléatoire. On peut imposer d'autres critères (et dans certaines applica

tions, on est forcé de le faire), et également, on peut introduire de nouvelles

mesures pseudoaléatoires. Cependant, il serait de plus en plus difficile de ma-

nipuler ces mesures. Ainsi nous devons fixer une limite et nous concentrer

sur certains critères pseudoaléatoires qui sont les plus importants dans les
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applications. Nous choisirons donc à l'intérieur de cette limite la mesure de

bonne-distribution et de corrélation, et dans quelques chapitres de cette thèse

nous étudierons également une nouvelle mesure pseudoaléatoire : la mesure

de symétrie.

Les cinq chapitres suivants de la thèse sont les articles [8], [6], [7], [9] et

[5]. Excepté [7] tous les articles sont reproduits dans leur totalité, mais dans

le quatrième chapitre j'omets une partie de [7], puisqu'une version améliorée

de certains résultats peut être trouvée dans [5], qui est le dernier chapitre de

la thèse.

2 Sur une propriété pseudoaléatoire des suites

binaires

Dans cette section nous définissons une nouvelle mesure basée sur l'ob-

servation suivante de Mauduit et Sarküzy : si une suite finie contient une

suite symétrique relativement grande, alors cette structure symétrique peut

causer des difficultés dans certaines applications.

j=o

Définition 3 La mesure de symétrie de EN est définie par

[(b-a)f2]-1

'"' ea+jeb-j = max IH(EN,a,b)l.
L...-t l~a<b~N

D'abord nous montrons que la mesure de symétrie de EN est autour de

VN pour presque tous EN E {-1, +1}N.

Théorème 1 Il y a un nombre entier No, tel que pour tous N > No on a

7
S(EN ) > 20 -IN.
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Tandis que pour N assez grand, S(EN ) est toujours plus grand que .JN

multiplié par une constante, une majoration comparable (à un facteur log

près) n'a lieu seulement que pour la majorité des suites EN E {-1, +1}N :

Théorème 2 Pour tout E > 0 il existe un nombre entier No = NO(E) tel que

pour N > No on a

P (S(EN ) < 4.25 (N log N)1/2) > 1 - E.

Puisque pour tout 1 :::; k :::; ~ nous avons (~) = ( ~l) (~), la mesure

de symétrie du symbole de Legendre Ep - l est (p - 1)/2. Nous montrons que

la mesure de symétrie de la première partie de la suite E p- 1 est petite.

Théorème 3 Si p est un nombre premier impair, et nous posons

on a

S(E(p-ll/2) :::; 18pl/2Iogp.

Dans les deux théorèmes suivants, nous donnons une forme quantitative

des relations entre la mesure de bonne-distribution et la mesure de symétrie.

Théorème 4 Pour tout N E N et EN E {-1, +1}N on a

Enfin, nous voyons que ce résultat est précis: il existe une suite dont la

mesure de bonne-distribution est grande, mais les mesures de corrélation et

de symétrie sont petites.
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Théorème 5 Si k, N E N, N > No et

il existe une suite EN E {-1, +I}N avec

et

3 Sur une famille de suites pseudoaléatoires

Le caractère pseudoaléatoire de nombreuses suites binaires a été étudié

par J. Cassaigne, S. Ferenczi, C. Mauduit, J. Rivat et A. Sarküzy. Cepen-

dant, ces constructions produisent seulement peu de suites pseudoaléatoires

distinctes, alors que parfois on a besoin des grandes familles des suites pseu-

doaléatoires.

L. Goubin, C. Mauduit et A. Sarküzy ont réussi à construire de grandes

familles de suites pseudoaléatoires généralisant une construction basée sur le

symbole de Legendre.

Ici, en généralisant une construction de Sarküzy [14], nous construisons un

autre type de grande famille de suites pseudoaléatoires basées sur la notion

de l'indice (logarithme discret). Soit p un nombre premier fixé, 9 une racine

primitive modulo p, (a,p) = 1, et désignons par inda l'indice de a :

ginda a (mod p)

avec 1 :s; ind a :s; p - 1. Donc
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Construction 1 Définissons la suite Ep - l = {el"'" ep-d par

{

+1 si 1 :::; ind f(n) :::; (p - 1)/2
e - (1)

n - -1 si (p + 1)/2 :::; ind f (n) :::; p - 1 ou pif (n).

Nous donnons d'abord des estimations pour les mesures de bonne-distribution,

de corrélation et de symétrie de la suite E p - l '

Théorème 6 Pour tout f(x) E Fp[x] de degré k ~ 1 on a

Le cas de la mesure de corrélation est plus difficile:

Théorème 7 Supposons qu Jau moins une des quatre conditions suivantes

est vérifiée :

a) f est irréductible.

b) Si f a la factorisation f = <p~l <p~2 ... ,<p~u où ai E N et <Pi est irréductible

sur FpJ il existe un (3 tels que exactement un ou deux <Pi ont le degré

(3;

c) f = 2;

d) (4f)k < p ou (4k)e < p.

Alors on a

Dans cette section, on étudie également la mesure de symétrie et la

complexité des familles (une notion importante introduite par Ahlswede,

Mauduit, Khachatrian et Sarküzy [1]).
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4 Une version rapide d'une générateur pseu-

doaléatoire

Dans le troisième chapitre, on a construit une grande famille des suites

pseudoaléatoires en utilisant le logarithme discret. Les suites dans cette con-

struction ont des propriétés pseudoaléatoires fortes, mais elles peuvent être

construites seulement très lentement, puisqu'on ne connaît pas d'algorithme

rapide pour calculer ind n. Dans ce chapitre nous améliorons la construction

(1) en modifiant la suite de manière à pouvoir la construire plus vite.

Soit p un nombre premier impair, j E lFp[x] un polynôme de degré k ~ 1,

soit m tel que

m Ip-l,

et soit x un nombre premIer avec m : (x, m)

construction est de réduire ind n modulo m :

1. L'idée cruciale de la

Construction 2 On définit ind* n de la manière suivante: pour tout 1 <

ind n - x . ind*n (mod m)

(ind* n existe car (x, m) = 1.) Définissons la suite Ep- l = {el, ... ,ep-d par

{

+1 si 1 ~ ind* j(n) ~ ~,
en = -1 si ~ < ind* j(n) ~ m ou pl j(n).

(2)

Nous montrons que cette construction a presque autant que bonnes pro-

priétés pseudoaléatoires que celle décrite dans le troisième chapitre, cepen-

dant elle peut être construite beaucoup plus rapidement, car nous pouvons
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calculer ind* f(n) par c (logp)4 max p opérations. Si les facteurs
p nombre premier, plm

premiers de m sont plus petits que logp alors ind* f(n) peut être calculé par

c (log p) 6 opérations.

5 Sur la corrélation des ordres binaires

Alon, Kohayakawa, Mauduit, Moreira et V. Ri::idl [2] ont montré que si

1 ::; k ::; N sont entiers, on a C2k (EN) > ~ [(2::'1)] pour EN E {-l, +l}N.

La mesure de corrélation d'ordre impair peut être petite: pour la suite

EN = {-1,+1,-1,+1, ...} on a C2k+1(EN) = 1. Pour cette suite EN on a

C2(EN) = '2:.::11en en +1 = N -1. Cassaigne, Mauduit et Sarki::izy [3] ont posé

le problème suivant:

Problème 1 Pour N ---+ 00, existe-t-il des suites EN tels que C2 (EN)

O(VN) et C3 (EN ) = 0(1) simultanément?

Récemment, Mauduit [la] a posé une autre question apparentée:

Problème 2 Est-il vrai que pour tout EN E {-l, +l}N on a

ou au moins

(3)

avec une constante ~ < c ::; 1 ?

Dans le cinquième chapitre nous réglerons le problème 1 et partiellement

le problème 2 en montrant (3) avec la constante c = 2/3.
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Théorème 8 Si k,f EN, logN 2: 2k + 1 > U, NE N et N > 67k4 + 400,

En E {-I,+I}N et si

C (E ) < 1 N I -f./(2k+l)
2f. N 40Jk(U + 1) ,

alors on a

1 ( U ) f./2
C2k+1 >"7 17(2k+l) NI/2.

En particulier pour f = 1 si

alors on a

6 Sur la généralisation d'une inégalité entre les

mesures pseudoaléatoires

Mauduit et Sarkûzy [12] ont prouvé l'inégalité suivante impliquant les

mesures pseudoaléatoires W et C2 : Pour toute suite EN E {-1, +I}N on a

W(EN ) ::; 3JNC2 (EN ). Dans le dernier chapitre (voir également [5]), nous

généralisons cette inégalité à la mesure de corrélation d'ordre supérieur :

Théorème 9 Pour tout EN E {-1, +1}N on a

Mauduit et Sarkûzy [12] ont montré que leur inégalité est précise en em-

ployant des arguments probabilistes. Ici, nous présentons une construction

explicite (une suite de la famille décrite dans le quatrième chapitre) pour

laquelle même l'inégalité généralisée est précise à un facteur constant près.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The generation of pseudorandom numbers plays an important role in

many fields of mathematics and physics, in particular in the problems of

cryptography or numerical analysis.

For example, in cryptography one of the most secure encrypting algori thm

is the one-time pad: First we convert the message into a bit sequence AN =
{al,'" ,aN} E {a,l}N (e.g., to every letter of the alphabet we assign a

number represented in diadic form with the same number of digits), then

AN is called plain-text. Next, we generate a random binary sequence EN =
{el,'" ,eN} E {a, l}N (called key-stream) with the same length of the plain

text. We encrypt the plain-text AN bitwise, by adding its elements modulo 2

to the elements of EN. Then we get the encrypted message FN = {h,··· fN}

which is called cipher-text. Indeed, fi = aiEBei where EB is the bitwise addition

modulo 2 (XOR function)

AN: {al, ,aN}

EB EN: {el, ,eN}

= FN : {h,···, fN}'

Thus without knowing the key-stream EN, from the cipher-text FN we

can not compute the plain-text AN, while ifwe know the key-stream EN, it is

a very easy exercise to compute AN by using again bitwise addition modulo

2: ai = Ji EB ei·
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The one-time pad is unconditionaily secure regardless of the statistical

distribution of the plain-text, and is optimal in the sense that its key is the

smallest possible among all symmetric-key encryption schemes having this

property.

The one-time pad was widely used in the second world war and cold war.

The source of the random bits (which make up the one time pad) was usually

a physical device with two possible outputs occurring with (hopefully) equal

probability and varying in a (hopefully) random way, say, a diode. However,

random bit generators which are based on natural sources of randomness are

subject to influence by external factors, and also to malfunction. Thus it is

advised that these random bit generators must be tested by using statistical

tests ("frequency test", "poker test", "autocorrelation test"). Testing of this

type called "aposteriori testing" by Knuth [15].

So the use of the one-time pad is: a bit string is produced by a physical

device; the string is tested by statistical tests, each of the communicating

partners get a copy of the string, after use, they destroy it.

An obvious drawback of the one-time pad is that the key should be as long

as the plain-text which increases the difficulty of key-distribution and key

management. This motives the design of stream ciphers where the key-stream

is pseudorandomly generated from a smaller secret key, with the intent that

the key-stream appears random to a computationally bounded adversary.

Such stream ciphers do not offer unconditional security, but the hope is that

they are computationally secure. More exactly:

Definition 1 A pseudorandom bit generator is said to pass ail polynomial

time statistical tests if no polynomial time algorithm can correctly distinguish

between an output sequence of the generator and a "truly" random sequence

of the same length with probability significantly greater than 1/2.

This definition could be disputed. For example, when we would like

to generate a finite pseudorandom binary sequence, say, of length N, then

this definition can not be used: it says nothing about the polynomial in

the "polynomial time algorithm", there is no restriction for the degree or

the coefficients of the polynomial. How do they depend on N? Another
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problem with this definition is that the criterion measures only the quality of

the pseudorandom bit generator, but not that of the sequences constructed.

Finally, the non-existence of a polynomial time algorithm has never been

shown yet. Consequently no unconditional proof for the cryptographical

security of a pseudorandom bit generator has been given yet.

The first not very successfull attempts to define the pseudorandomness

of a single sequence was made by Colomb [7], resp. Knuth [15]. Then Kol

mogorov and Chaitin introduced the notion of so-called Turing-Kolmogorov

Chaitin complexity. While this complexity measure is of theoretical interest,

there is no algorithm known for computing it, hence it has no apparent prac

tical significance. More interesting is:

Definition 2 The linear complexity of a finite binary sequence EN, denoted

by L(EN)) is the length of the shortest linear feedback shift register (linear

recursion over IF2 ) that generates a sequence having EN as its first N terms.

For a "truly" random sequence EN we have L(EN) rv ~. The linear

complexity measures an important pseudorandom property, but large linear

complexity is not enough to consider EN to be random. It makes a good,

but far not satisfactory pseudorandom measure.

New mesures of pseudorandomness

In 1997 Mauduit and Sarküzy [21] introduced the following measures

of pseudorandomness of binary sequences: Consider finite binary sequences

EN = {e1, ... ,eN} E {-I,+I}N (by technical reasons, we switch from bits

to ±1's). Then

Definition 3 The well-distribution measure of EN is

t-1

W(EN) = maxIU(EN(t,a,b)1 = max Lea+jb
a,b,t a,b,t .

J=o

where the maximum is taken over all a, b, t such that a, b, t E N and 1 S; a S;

a + (t - l)b S; N.

4



Definition 4 The correlation measure of order k of EN is defined as

M

Ck(EN) = maxlV(EN,M,D)1 = max 2::en+dlen+d2, ... en+dk
M,D M,D

n=l

where the maximum is taken over aU D = (dl, d2 , ... , dk ) and M such that

1 ~ dl < d2 < ... < dk < M + dk ~ N.

Cassaigne, Mauduit and Sarkozy [6] proved that for the majority of the

sequences EN ç {-l,+l}N both W(EN) and Ck(EN) are« .;N(logN)c.

Thus a sequence EN is considered as a "good" pseudorandom sequence ifboth

W(EN) and Ck(EN) (at least for "small" k) are "small" in terms of N.

There are several ways to define pseudorandom measures like W and C2 ,

there is no perfect universal measure of pseudorandomness; one may pose fur

ther and further criteria for pseudorandomness (and in certain applications,

one can forced to do this), and correspondingly, one may introduce further

pseudorandom measures. However, it would be more and more difficult to

handle these measures; besides posing too many pseudorandom requirements,

it may occur that there is no pseudorandom sequence of a given size at aIl.

This difficulty is discussed in [15] in details and, indeed, it is weIl described

in terms of the theory of Kolmogorov complexity. Thus one has to draw the

limit somewhere and to focus on certain basic pseudorandom criterias play

ing the most important role in applications and studied most intensively; we

mainly drew this limit by restricting ourselves to the weIl-distribution and

correlation measure, but in several chapters of this thesis we will also study

a further pseudorandom measure: the symmetry measure.

The necessity of this new measure is based on the following observation of

Mauduit and Sarkozy: if a finite sequence contains a relatively large symmet

rical subsequence (i.e., it contains a subsequence of the form {el, e2, ... , en,

en, ... ,e2,el} or of the form {el, ... ,en-l,en,en-l, ... ,el}), then this se

quence certainly cannot be a "typical" random sequence, and this symmetric

structure may lead difficulties in certain applications. This observation in

spired me to propose a new measure of pseudorandomness in [12]; this is the

second chapter of the thesis.

5



It was shown in [21] that the Legendre symbol forms a "good" pseudoran

dom sequence. More exactly, let p be an odd prime, and

N = p - 1, en = (~) , EN = {el, ... , eN} .

Then by Theorem 1 in [21] we have

W(EN ) «pl/2logp « NI/2log N

and

(1.1 )

(1.2)

Numerous other binary sequences have been tested for pseudorandom

ness by J. Cassaigne, S. Ferenczi, C. Mauduit, J. Rivat and A. Sarkozy.

However, these constructions produce only "few" pseudorandom sequences,

while in many applications, e.g., in cryptography one needs "large" families of

"good" pseudorandom sequences. Very recently L. Goubin, C. Mauduit, A.

Sarkozy [8] succeeded in constructing large families of pseudorandom binary

sequences, generalizing the construction (1.1) by replacing n by a polynomial

f(n):

en = { (f~)) for (j(n),p) = 1

+1 for p 1 f(n).

In this case there are no general upper bounds for W(EN ) and Ck(EN ),

however under sorne, not too restrictive conditions on the polynomial f(x),

these measures can be estimated by VN(log N)c.

In the third chapter of the thesis (see also [10]) l will generate another

type of large family of pseudorandom sequences based on the notion of index

(discrete logarithm). If p is a fixed prime and 9 is a fixed primitive root

modulo p, and (a, p) = 1, then let ind a denote the index of a:

gind a a (mod p)

with 1 ~ ind a ~ p - 1. Then define the sequence Ep - l = {el' ... ' ep-l} by

{
+1 if 1 ~ ind f(n) ~ (p - 1)/2 (1.3)

en = -1 if (p + 1) /2 ~ ind f (n) ~ p - 1 or pif (n).

6



The sequences in this family have as strong pseudorandom properties as the

sequences in (1.2). However, these sequences can be generated very slowly,

since no fast algorithm is known to compute ind n. The purpose of the fourth

chapter (see also [11]) is to modify this family slightly so that the members

of the new family can be generated much faster, and they have almost as

good pseudorandom properties as the sequences in the original family.

It is also a very important question weather these measures of pseudoran

domness are independent. Mauduit and Sarkazy [21] gave examples where

one of the measures C2 and W is "large" while the other is "small".

ext we will study the minimum value of these measures. Roth [25]

proved that W(EN ) » Nl/4 always holds, and much later Matousek and

Spencer [18] proved that this result is sharp; there exists a sequence EN E

{-l, +l}N for which W(EN) «N1
/

4
. 1t was a long standing problem

whether C2 (EN) » VN holds for all sequences EN E {-l, +l}N. Finally

Alon, Kohayakawa, Mauduit, Moreira and V. Radl [3] by using tricky linear

algebra arguments proved the following: If 1 ~ k ~ N are integers, then we

have C2k (EN) > [2(2~+1)] for any EN E {-l,+l}N. Later in [4] they also

studied the typical value of Ck (EN), by proving that for almost all sequences

EN E {-l, +l}N, Ck(EN) is between two constant multiples of JNlog (~).
The correlation measure of odd order can be small: for the sequence EN =

{-1,+1,-1,+1, ... } we have C2k+1(EN) = 1. For this special sequence EN

we have C2 (EN ) = L-::l1enen+l = N - 1 Cassaigne, Mauduit and Sarkazy

[6] asked the following:

Problem 1. For N ---7 00, are there sequences EN such that C2(EN)

O(VN) and C3 (EN ) = 0(1) hold simultaneously?

Recently, Mauduit [19] asked another closely related question

Problem 2. 1s it true that for every EN E {-l, +l}N we have

or at least

(1.4)

7



with sorne ~ < c ::; 1?

In the fifth chapter (see also [13]) I will settle both Problem 1 and Problem

2 in the weaker form (1.4) with the constant c = 2/3.

Returning to the question of measures of pseudorandomness it turns out

that there is a weak connections between them. Mauduit and Sarküzy [22]

proved the following inequality involving the pseudorandom measures W and

C2 : For aIl sequence EN E {-l, +l}N we have W(EN) ::; 3JNC2 (EN). In

the last chapter (see also [9]) I will generalize this inequality to correlation

measure of higher even order: For EN E {-l, +1}N we have W (EN) «
N 1- 1/(2f) (C

2e
(EN )) 1/(2f).

Mauduit and Sarküzy [22] proved that their inequality is sharp by us

ing probabilistic arguments. Here, I will present an explicit construction (a

sequence of the family described in the fourth chapter) for which even the

generalized inequality is sharp apart from a constant factor.

The next 5 chapters of the thesis are papers [12], [la], [11], [13] and [9]

written by me. Except [11] aIl papers are fully contained, but in the fourth

chapter I omit sorne part of the the paper [11], since the improved version of

these results can be found in [9], which is the last chapter the thesis.

Acknowledgements I would like to thank to my supervisor Professor

Andras Sarküzy and my French supervisor Professor Joël Rivat, drawing my

attention to the generation of pseudorandom numbers. I have learned a

great deal from our consultations, without their valuable advice, problems

and questions I would never have been able to write this thesis.
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Chapter 2

On a pseudorandom property of

binary sequences

Abstract

C. Mauduit and A. Sarküzy proposed the use of weIl-distribution measure

and correlation measure as measures of pseudorandomness of finite binary

sequences. In this paper we will introduce and study a further measure of

pseudorandomness: the symmetry measure. First we will give upper and

lower bounds for the symmetry measure. We will also show that there exists

a sequence for which each of the weIl-distribution, correlation and symmetry

measures are small. Finally we will compare these measures of pseudoran

domness.

2000 AMS Mathematics subject classification number: llK45.

Key words and phrases: Pseudorandom, symmetry.

2.1 Introduction

In this paper we will study the symmetry property of finite binary se

quences. C. Mauduit and A. Sarküzy [21, pp. 367-370] introduced the fol

lowing measures of pseudorandomness:

9



For a binary sequence

write
t

U(EN , t, a, b) = L ea+jb
j=l

and, for D = (dl, ... ,dk ) with non-negative integers a :s: dl < ... < dk ,

M

V(EN , M, D) = L en+dJ ... en+dk'
n=l

Then the well-distribution measure of EN is defined as

t

W(EN) = maxIU(EN,t,a,b)1 = max Lea+jb ,
a,b,t a,b,t .

)=1

where the maximum is taken over aU a, b, t such that a E Il, b, t E N and

1 :s: a + b :s: a + tb :s: N, while the correlation measure of order k of EN is

defined as

M

Ck(EN) = maxlV(EN,M,D)1 = max Len+dll ... en+dk ,
M,D M,D

n=l

where the maximum is taken over aU D = (dl,"" dk ) and M such that

M + dk :s: N.

A. Sarküzy and C. Mauduit [21, p. 372] observed that if a finite se

quence contains a relatively large symmetrical subsequence (namely it con

tains a subsequence of the form {el, e2,··., en, en,···, e2, ed or of the form

{el, e2, ... , en-l, en, en-l, ... , e2, el} ), then this sequence certainly cannot be

a Il typical" random sequence, and this symmetric structure may lead diffi

culties in certain applications. This observation inspired us to propose a new

measure of pseudorandomness.

We will define the symmetry measure of EN by

[(b-a)/2J-l

S(EN) = max """ ea+jeb-j = maxIH(EN,a,b)l,
a<b L...t a<b

j=o

la



where
[(b-a)/2]-1

H(EN , a, b) = L ea+jeb-j

j=o

is defined for aIl 1 ::; a < b ::; N. Considering the sequence EN = {1, 1, ... , 1}

we see that max S(EN ) = [~]. We expect that for a truly random sequence
EN

EN, the symmetry measure is smaIl. First we will prove that the symmetry

measure of EN is around VN for almost aIl EN E {-1, +1}N.

Theorem 1 There is an integer No such that for N > No we have

7
S(EN ) > 20 -IN.

While for large N, S(EN ) is always greater than a constant times VN, the

upper bound holds for only the majority of the sequences EN E {-1, +1}N.

Theorem 2 For aU é > 0 there are numbers No = No(é) such that for

N> No we have

P (S(EN ) < 4.25 (N log N)I/2) > 1 - é.

We need the foIlowing measures of pseudorandomness introduced in [21,

p. 371-372]. Combined (weIl-distribution-correlation) PR-measure of arder

k:
t

Qk(EN ) = max L ea+jb+dl ea+jb+d2 ... ea+jb+dk ,
a,b,t,D .

J=O

where a, b, t, D = (dl, d2 , ... ,dk ) are such that aIl the subscripts a + jb + dl

belong to {1, ... ,N}. Combined PR-measure:

C. Mauduit and A. Sarküzy [21, p. 373] proved that there is a number Po

such that if P > Po is a prime number, kEN, k < p and if we write

Ep - l = ( (~) , (~) , ... , (p; 1)),

11



then

so that, writing N = p - 1, we have

It follows that for the Legendre symbol both the weIl-distribution measure

and the correlation measure of order 2 are smaller than 18N1/
2 10g N, while

the combined PR-measure is smaller than 27N1/2 (log N) 2. As for aIl 1 ~

k ~ ~ we have (P;k) = (~1) (~), the symmetry measure of the Legendre

symbol Ep - 1 is (p - 1)/2. We will show that the symmetry measure of the

half of the sequence Ep - 1 is small.

Theorem 3 If p is an odd prime, and we write

then we have

Finally, we will compare the correlation measure of order 2 with well

distribution and symmetry measures. We expect that these measures of

pseudorandomness are relatively independent. In order to show this we will

give constructions where one measure is large while the others are small. The

following two examples are variants of the ones in [21, p. 371-372].

EXAMPLE 1. Consider a sequence EN = (e1, ... ,en ) E {-I,+I}N

such that each of the symmetry, correlation and weIl-distribution measure

of it are possibly small (by Theorem 1 and 2 in [6] and our Theorem

2, aIl these measures can be 0 ((N log N) 1/2) simultaneously) and define

E~N = (e~, e;, ... , e;N) E {-1, +1}2N by

1 {en for 1 ~ n ~ N,
en = en-N for N < n ~ 2N.

Then it easy to see that the weIl-distribution measure of E~N are less than

a constant times the corresponding measure of EN and S (E~N) ~ S (EN) +

12



N

C2(E'rv) ~ I::>~e~+N = N.
n=l

EXAMPLE 2. Consider a sequence EN = (el,"" en) E {-l, +l}N
such that each of the correlation measure of order 2, weIl-distribution mea

sure and symmetry measure of it are possibly small and define E~N =

(e~ , e;, ... , e;N) E {-l, +1FN by

1 {ene =
n e2N-n

for 1 :::; n:::; N,

for N < n:::; 2N.

Then the correlation measure of order 2 is less than a constant times S (EN) +
C2(EN), while W(E~N) :::; 2W(EN). But

N

S(E~N) ~ I: e~e;N_n = N.
n=l

C. Mauduit and A. Sark6zy in [22] expressed the connection between

the weIl-distribution measure and the correlation measure of order 2 in a

quantitative form. Accordingly, in the following two theorems we will give

a similar quantitative form of the connection between the weIl-distribution

measure and the symmetry measure.

Theorem 4 For aU NE EN, and EN E {-l, +l}N we have

(2.1)

FinaIly, we will show that this result is sharp; there exists a sequence

whose weIl-distribution measure is large and both the correlation measure

and the symmetry measure are possibly small. Since the proof of the next

theorem is nearly the same as the one in [22] (indeed we have to write S(EN )

in place of C2 ( EN) ), thus we will only sketch the proof.

Theorem 5 If k, NE N, N> No and

(2.2)

13



then there is a sequence EN E {-l, +l}N with

(2.3)

and

From Theorem 5 we get that if k 2: N3/4 (log N)1/4, then

(2.5)

This means that (2.1) is the best possible apart from a constant factor.

One might like to study the generalizations of these measures of pseudo

randomness. One possibility is to define the foilowing measure:

where the maximum is taken over ail 1 :S Ml < M2 :S N integers and

il (n), 12(n), ... ,Ji(n) polynomials with integer coefficients such that Ml :S
fi (n) :S M2 holds for ail 1 :S n :S N, 1 :S i :S j. Of course this generalization

also covers certain pathological cases (e.g., il (n) = 12 (n) = ... = fj (n)), thus

to introduce a pseudorandom measure of this type one has to pose certain

restrictions on the polynomials il, ... ,fj involved; we do not go into the

details of this here.

When j = 1 or 2, for the special values of the polynomials fi(n), (2.6)

can give the weil-distribution measure, the correlation measure of order 2

and the symmetry measure.

Throughout the paper we write e(x) = e27rix .

2.2 Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1

14
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Let EN = {el"'" en}, f(z) = 2::=1 enzn. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality and Parseval formula we obtain:

8 d,f [ If (e(,,)) l' d" 2: ([ If (e("))I' d")' = N',

Using the Parseval formula again we get:

1 1 N N 2

a= 11f2 (e(a))1
2

da = 1 L L eneme((n + m)a) da =
o 0 n=l m=l

1 2N ( ) 2
=1 L L enek-n e(ka) da =

o k=2 max{l, k-N}~n~min{N,k-1}

22N

=L
k=2 max{l, k-N}~n~min{N,k-1}

By the definition of symmetry measure we have

L enek-n :::; 2S(EN) + 1.
max{l, k-N}~n~min{N,k-1}

Therefore

a:::; (2N - 1) (2S(EN) + 1)2.

(2.7)

(2.8)

So that, in view of (2.7) and (2.8), and since clearly S(EN ) 2: 1, for large N

we have

Proof of Theorem 2

Write L = 4.25 (N log N)1/2, then we have:

P(S(EN) > L) = P(max IH(EN, a, b)1 > L) :::;
a<b

:::; LP(IH(EN,a,b)1 > L)) :::; (N) maxP(IH(EN,a,b)1 > L),
2 a<ba<b

where both the maximum and the summation are taken over aH a, bEN

such that 1 :::; a < b :::; N. Thus in order to prove the theorem, it suffices to

show that for aH 1 :::; a < b :::; N we have:

( 1
~[(b-a)/2]-1 1) 2é

P(IH(EN, a, b)j > L) = P L...Jj=o ea+jeb-j > L < N2'

15
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Let t = [(b - a)/2], if t :S L then the probability in (2.9) is trivially 0 so

that we may assume:

t = [(b - a)/2] > L = 4.25 (N log N)1/2.

Write

M = 6(tlogt)1/2

and

(2.10)

Then we have:
t-l

L::>a+jeb-j = lU: O:S j :S t - 1, ea+jeb-j = 1}1-
j=O

- 1U: O:S j :S t - 1, ea+jeb- j = -1}1= (t - h) - h =

= t - 2h.

(2.11) holds with probability it (D so that

p (IL::~ ea+jeb-jl > M) = L ~t (~) =
h: It-2hl>M

~t L (~).
h: Ih-t/21>M/2

An easy computation shows that if t -t 00 and k :S t2
/

3
, then we have

(2.12)

Ct/2{ _k) = Ct;2]) exp (- 2~2 +O(~:)).
Using also the fact that G) is increasing in i for 0 :S i :S t/2, it follows easily

that for N large enough (so that t = [(b - a)/2] is also large by (2.10)),

L (~) = L (~) <
h: Ih-t/21>M/2 h: Ih-t/21>3(t log t)1/2

< tCt/2] + [3ttlOgt)1/2]) <

< t ([t;2]) exp ( -2 (3(t log t)1/2) l + 0(1)) =

t([t;2]) exp(-18logt+o(I)) < t~:' (2.13)

16



Since M :S L, it follows from (2.10), (2.12) and (2.13) that

p (IL::~ ea+jeb-j! > L) < P(IL::~ ea+jeb-jl > M) <
1 2t 1 1 1 2é

< 2t t16 = t16 < L16 = o( N8) < N2

which proves (2.9) and this completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 3

We shall need the following lemma:

Lemma 1 If p is a prime number, f(x) E Fp[x] is a polynomial of degree k

such that it is not of the form f(x) E b(g(X))2 with b E Fp, g(x) E Fp[x], and

X, y are real numbers with 0 < Y :S p, then writing

we have

x*(n) = { (~)
p 0

for (n, p) = 1,

for pin,

(2.14)

L x;U(n)) < 9kpl/2Iogp.
X<n::;X+Y

Proof of Lemma 1

See [21, p. 373]. (Indeed, there this result is deduced from Weil's theorem

[28].)
By the definition of H we have:

[(b-a)/2]-1 ( .) (b ")
~ a+) ~ =

H(E(p-l)/2' a, b) = L.J
j=O P P

[(b-a)/2]-1 ( "2 (b ) . b)L -) + - a) +a .

j=O P

Let f(x) = -x2 + (b - a)x + ab E Fp[x]. It is easy to see that f(x) is

the form of b(g(X))2 if and only if a + b - 0 (p). In the present case this is

impossible as 1 :S a < b:S (p-1)/2. Applying Lemma 1 with 0 and (b-a)/2

in place of X and Y we get:

L x;U(n))
X::;n::;X+Y

[(b-a)/2]-1 ( "2 (b ) " b)
= L -) + - a) + a <

j=O p

< 18p l/2 log p.

17
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From (2.14) and (2.15) we obtain S(E(p-l)/2) ~ 18pl/2Iogp, which proves

the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 4

There exist a, band t natural numbers such that:

t-l

W(EN) = \U(EN,t,a,b)1 = Lea+jb
j=O

L en'
a~n~a+(t-l)b

n=:a (b)

For aIl nE N let r(n) be the smallest natural number with r(n) _ n (mod b).
Let

a+(t-l)b b-l ( )

f(a) ~f ~ ene (r(n)a) = ~ a~n~~t-l)b en e(ka).

n=:k (b)

The following lemma is weIl known and very simple.

Lemma 2 IfT(a) = L~==~ cke(ka) then

By Lemma 2 we have:

b-l 1 ( h) 1

2
b-lL f t; =bL

h=O k=O a~n~a+(t-l)b

n=:k (b)

On the other hand:

2

a~n~a+(t-l)b

n=:a (b)

2

(2.16)

2 (~) _ a+(t-l)b a+(t-l)b (r(n) + r(m) ) _
f b - L L eneme b h-

n=a m=a

a+(t-l)b a+(t-l)b (r(n + m) )
L L eneme b h =
n=a m=a

_ b-l (a+(t-l)b a+(t-l)b ) ( h) _ b-l h
- L L L enem e kt; - LCke(kt;),

k=O n=a m=a k=On+m=:k (b)

18
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where Ck = 2:~~~-l)b 2:a+~-~lb enem . Replacing n + m = jb + k we get:
n+m=k (b)

a+(t-1)b a+(t-1)b

ICkl = L L enem
n=a m=a

n+m=k (b)

[2Nb-k]

L
min{jb+k-a,a+( t-1)b}

L
[2Nb-k] min{jb+k-a,a+(t-1)b}

< L L enejb+k-n

j= f2a,;-k l n=max{a,jb+k-(a+(t-1)b)}

[2N-k]

~ t (2S(EN ) + 1) ~ (2; + 1) (2S(EN ) + 1)
j=f2a,;-kl

N
~ 9b S(EN ).

Using (2.17) and Lemma 2 with the function 2:~::~ cke(ka), where Ck has

defined above, we get:

~ k' G) l' = b~ICkl' S8< S'(EN )

Thus from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.16) we have:
2

81~' S'(EN ) 2 ~If' G)I' 2 ~ (~If' G)I) >

2: t (bw 2 (EN ))2 = bW4 (EN ),

whence:

( )

1/2

W(EN) ~ 3 ~S(EN) ~ 3(NS(EN))1/2

which was to be proved.

Proof of Theorem 5

If k 2: ~ then (2.4) holds triviaHy for aH EN satisfying (2.3), thus we

may assume that

N
k< 

- 10

19
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Write

6. = 30 max {~, (N log N)1/2 }

so that (2.4) can be written as

If A is a finite set of positive integers, and d E M, then denote the number

of solutions of

a - a' = d, a E A, a' E A,

by f(A, d), and denote the number of solutions of

a + a' = d, a E A, a' E A,

by g(A, d).

(2.19)

(2.20)

Lemma 3 Assume that k satisfies (2.2) and N is large enough. Then there

is an A ç {1, 2, ... ,N} such that

lAI =k

and

}
k2 def

max{f(A, d), g(A, d) < 30 N = M for aall 1 ~ d ~ 2N - 1.

Proof of Lemma 3

Write

F={A: AÇ{I,2, ... ,N},IAI=k},

F d = {A: A E F, f(A, d) ~ M},

Qd = {A: A E F, g(A, d) ~ M}.

Then, clearly, any set A belonging to

20
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satisfies (2.21) and (2.22). Thus it suffices to show that the set in (2.23) is

non-empty. To prove this we have to give upper bounds for IFdl and IQdl. In
[22] it was proved that

:F. < (~) IONl/2 (N).
1 dl - 12 k

From this we get

We will obtain by similar but easier calculations than in [22] that:

(1) IONl/2 (N) 1(N)
IQdl::; "3 k::; 4N k .

Consider a set

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

Tt follows from g(A, d) 2 M that there exist rMl different numbers ai
(i = 1,2, ... rMl) with the property that

Let

Ao = A \ (uI~l {ai, d - ai})'

Then A is the disjoint union of the sets

Here we may choose al, a2,· .. , arMl from {1, 2, ... , N} in at most (r;l) ways,

these numbers determine d - al, d - a2, ... ,d - arMl uniquely, and since

1Ao1 = k - 2 rMl, the elements of Ao can be chosen from the remaining

N - 2 rMl numbers in at most (~~N::D ways. Tt follows that

( N) (N - 2 rMl)
1Qdl::; rMl k - 2 rMl .
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Carrying out similar ca1culations as in [22], we get:

By Stirling formula and (2.18) we get:

(M) rMl ( k2) rMl
fMl! > - = 10-- 3 N'

k2 3
N - 2 fMl > N - 70- > -N.- N - 10

So we have:

Using this, (2.24) and the fact that IFI = (~) we get that the set in (2.23)

is non-empty, and this completes the proof of Lemma 3.

ow we fix a set A ç {l, 2, ... ,N} satisfying (2.21) and (2.22) in Lemma

3, and let é denote the set of the binary sequences EN E { -1, +1} N with

en = +1 for n E A

so that

We consider a "random" element EN of é, i.e., we choose each EN E é

with probability 1/2N
-

k
. In other words, we consider the binary sequence

EN = {el, e2, ... , eN} where for n E A we have en = +1 while for n values

with n ~ A the en's are chosen independently with

1
P(En = +1) = P(En = -1) = 2 ( for n ~ A).

C. Mauduit and A. Sark6zy [22] proved that

22
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By the definition of S(EN ) we have

P(S(EN) > 4~) = P(maxIH(EN,a,b)1 > 4~)
a,b

~ L: P(IH(EN,a, b)1 > 4~). (2.28)
a,b

For aIl EN E é we have

H(EN , a, b) = L: ea+jeb-j + L: ea+jeb-j

O~j~[(b-a)/2]-1 O~j~[(b-a)/2]-1

a+jEA, b-jEA a+jEA, b-j!f-A

+ L: ea+jeb-j + L: ea+jeb-j

O~j~[(b-a)/2]-1 O~j~[(b-a)/21-1
a+j!f-A, b-jEA a+j!f-A, b-j!f-A

(2.29)

It can be proved in the same way as in [22] with the change that we

write ea+jeb-j in the place of en+dl e n +d2 and estimating P(IL4 1 2: ~) we use

Lemma 3 in place of [22, Lemma 11 that

and for i = 2,3,4 we have

From this and (2.29) we get:

Using (2.28) and (2.30) we have:

(2.31)

It foIlows from (2.27) and (2.31) that (2.3) and (2.4) hold simultaneously

with probability
1 6 1

>--->
2 N 3
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for N large enough, so that there is at least one EN E {-1, +I}N satisfying

both (2.3) and (2.4), and this completes the proof of Theorem 5.

l would like to thank Professor Andras Sark6zy for the valuable discus

sions.
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In [12] was introduced the symmetry measure of EN:

j=O

[(b-a)/2]-1

S(EN ) = max L
a<b

= max IH(EN , a, b)l.
a<b

In [12] it was also shown that for the half of the Legendre symbol sequence,

i.e., for the sequence

where p is an odd prime, we have

S(E(P-l)/2) :::; 18pl/2Iogp.

Numerous other binary sequence have been tested for pseudorandom

ness by J. Cassaigne, S. Ferenczi, C. Mauduit, J. Rivat and A. Sarkûzy.

However, these constructions produce only "few" pseudorandom sequences,

while in many applications, e.g., in cryptography one needs "large" families of

"good" pseudorandom sequences. Very recently L. Goubin, C. Mauduit, A.

Sarkûzy [8] succeeded in constructing large families of pseudorandom binary

sequences, generalizing the construction (3.1). Their most important results

can be summarized as follows:

Theorem 1 If p is a prime number, f(x) E Fp[x] (Fp being the field of the

modulo p residue classes) has degree k > 0 and no multiple zero in Fp (=the

algebraic closure of Fp), and the binary sequence Ep = {eq , ... , ep} is defined

by

then we have

en = { (~) for (j(n),p) = 1

+1 for p 1 f(n),

W(Ep) < 10kpl/2Iogp.

(3.2)

Moreover, assume that for eE N one of the following assumption holds:

(i) e= 2;

(ii) e< p and 2 is a primitive root modulo p;
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(iii) (4k)f < p.

Then we also have

This theorem generates "large" families of "good" pseudorandom binary se

quences. However, in most applications it is also very important that the

"large" family F of "good" pseudorandom sequences had a "complex" struc

ture, there are many "independent" sequences in it. In [1] a quantitative

measure for this property of families of binary sequences was introduced.

Definition 1 The complexity C(F) of a family F of binary sequence EN E

{-1, +I}N is defined as the greatest integer j sa that for any 1 ~ il <
i 2 < '" < i j ~ N, andforCl,c2, ... ,Cj E {-I,+I}j, we have at least one

EN = {el,"" eN} E F for which

It is clear from Definition 1 that for j < C(F), there exist at least 2C(F)-j

sequence EN E F with

In [1] it was also proved that the complexity measure of the family of the

sequence Ep defined by (3.2) is large. More precisely: consider aIl the poly

nomials f(x) E Fp[x] with

0< degf(x) ~ K

(where deg f(x) denotes the degree of f(x)) and f(x) has no multiple zero

in Fp . For each of these polynomials f(x), consider the binary sequence

Ep = Ep(J) = {el"" ep} E {-1, +1}P defined by (3.2), and let F denote

the family of aIl binary sequences obtained in this way. Then we have

C(F) > K.

In this paper, extending a construction given by A. Sark6zy in [26], we

will generate a large family of pseudorandom sequences based on the notion
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of the index (discrete logarithm). The following pseudorandom sequence was

introduced and studied in [261.

Ifpis a fixed prime and 9 is a fixed primitive root modulo p, and (a, p) = 1,

then let ind a denote the (modulo p) index of a (to the base g) so that

gind a a (mod p),

and to make the value of index unique, we may add the condition

1 :S ind a :S p - 1.

Write N = p - 1 and define the sequence EN = {e, ... , eN} by

{
+1 if 1:S ind n :S (p - 1) /2

e
n

= -1 if(p+l)/2:S indn:Sp-1.

Then we have

and, for all kEN, k < p,

We will generate a large family of pseudorandom sequences analogously

to Theorem 1, i.e. replacing n by f(n).

Definition 2 Let p be an odd prime, 9 a primitive root modulo p. Define

ind n, by 1 :S ind n :S p - 1 and n gind n (mod p). Let f(x) E F[P] be a

polynomial of the degree k. Then define the sequence Ep- l = {el,,'" ep-d

by

{
+1 if 1:S ind f(n) :S (p - 1)/2 (3.3)

en = -1 if (p + 1)/2:S ind f(n) :S p - 1 or pl f(n).

This paper is devoted to the study of family described in Definition 2.

Throughout this paper we will use these notations: the numbers p, k, 9 the

polynomial f and the sequence EP- l will be defined as in Definition 2. First

we give estimates for the well-distribution measure, the correlation measure

and the symmetry measure of the sequence Ep - l .
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Theorem 2 For aU f(x) E Fp[x] we have

Unlike the corresponding part of Theorem 1, here in Theorem 2 there is no

condition on the roots of the polynomial f(x). The case of the correlation

measure will be slightly more difficuIt. As in Theorem 1, the upper bound

hoIds under certain assumptions. The last two conditions are very similar

to the conditions of Theorem 1, since these theorems are based on a similar

addition lemma.

Theorem 3 Suppose that at least one of the foUowing 4 condition holds:

a) f is irreducible.

b) If f has the factorization f = 'Pr1 'P~2 ... ,'P~u where Qi E N and 'Pi is

irreducible over Fp, then there exists a 13 such that exactly one or two

'Pi 's have the degree 13;

c) I! = 2;

cl) (41!)k < p or (4k)f < p.

Then Cf(Ep - 1) < 10kI!4f pl/2(logp)Hl.

Clearly, condition b) implies condition a); however, the proof in case a)

is simpler, and aIl the other cases will follow from it in several steps.

Next we will study the symmetry measure.

Theorem 4 Let f(x) = akxk + ak_lxk-1 + ... + aa, ak 1= 0 (mod p), k < p,

and define t by

Let

where ei was defined in Definition 2. If t < 2u or t > 2v or f (x) 1= ±f(t - x),

then
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Suppose that f(x) ±f(t' - x) for sorne t'. Considering the coefficients of

xk and X k- 1 in f(x) and f(t' - x) we get

kt'ak -2ak-1 (mod p).

Thus it follows from f(x) ±f(t' - x) (mod p) that t' _ t (mod p).

It is trivial from the definition of the ei-s, that in the case of f(x)

±f(t - x) (mod p) we have

H(E~_u+l' U, t - u) = f(t - 2u)/21 if t ::; u + v,

and

H(E~_U+l' t - v, v) = f(2v - t)/21 if t > u + v.

Therefore S(E~_u+l) » min{ t - 2u, 2v - t}. So the condition of Theorem 4 is

necessary apart from an additional term O(pl/2 (logp)3), i.e., the conclusion

of the theorem fails if the inequalities t < 2u, t > v are replaced by t <
2U+Clpl/2(logp)3, t > 2v - Clpl/2(logp)3, where Cl is a large enough constant.

Remark 1 All these theorems are trivial if k 2: pl/2, thus throughout the

paper we will assume that k < pl/2.

Finally we will study the complexity measure of the family of pseudoran

dom sequences defined by (3.3).

Theorem 5 Consider all the polynomials f(x) E Fp[x] with

o< deg f(x) ::; K

For each ofthese polynomials f(x), consider the binary sequence Ep = Ep(J)

defined by (3.3), and let F denote the family of all binary sequences obtained

in this way. Then we have

C(F) > K.

3.2 Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1.

We will need the following lemmas:
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Lemma 1 Let f(x) be a polynomial in Fp[x], and let d be a divisor ofp-1.

The following 3 conditions are equivalent:

(i) f(x) = b (z(X))d with b E Fp, z(x) E Fp[x],

(ii) f(x) = (h(X))d with h(x) E Fp[x],

Proof of Lemma 1.

See in [27, p. 51].

Lemma 2 Suppose that p is a prime, X is a non-principal character modulo

p of order d, f(x) E Fp[x] has s distinct mots in F p, and it is not a constant

multiple of a d-th power of a polynomial over Fp. Let y be a real number with

o< y ::; p. Then for any x E IR:

L x(f(n)) < 9Spl/2logp.
x<n~x+y

Poof of Lemma 2

This is a trivial consequence of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 in [2]. Indeed,

there this result is deduced from Weil's theorem [28].

Now, we will prove Theorem 1. Let f(x) = b(X-XI)QI ... (x-xs)Qs where

Xi =1 Xj' By Lemma 1, there exists a polynomial z(x) with f(x) = b(z(x))d

where d = (al," ., as)' It is also obvious from Lemma 1 that f(x) is not a

constant multiple of any d'-th power for any d' 1 d. Assume now that

1 ::; a ::; a + (t - l)b ::; p - 1.

The following computations and inequalities can be obtained in the same

way as in [26], replacing a + jb there by f(a + jb).

2 (t-l ) ((P-I)/2 )
IU(EN , t, a, b)1 = p _ 1 x~o f;x(f(a + jb) {; Xk(g)
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By the triangle inequality we have

IU(EN,t,a,b)l:S p: 1 ;:, (~x(J(a+jb)) C~2Xk(g))

+ p: 1 I (~X(J(a + jb))) C~2 /(g))
Xd =1

= LI +L
2

. (3.4)

Next we give an upper bound for 2::1 in the same way as in [26]. If we

consider a typical term in 2::1: (2::~~~xU(a+jb))) (2::r:01l!2 xk (g)) then

the order of X does not divide d because Xd #- 1. Let the order of X be d'.

d' t d so f(x) is not a constant multiple of a d'-th power. Thus we may use

Lemma 2:
t-l

LxU(a + jb)) ~ 9Spl!210gp.
j=O

We need an upper bound for 2::xdiol l2::r:l1)!2 Xk (g) 1.

Lemma 3 Let 1 ~ d ~ p - 1 and d 1 p - 1. Then

(3.5)

Proof of Lemma 3.

The proof is nearly the same as in [27, p. 380-381]. The only difference

is in [27, p. 381] at (10), where now we have:

1 d-l 1 1 d-l 1 1 [d!2] 1

L Il - X(g)! = L 11- e(nld) 1~ 4L Il nid Il ~ 2L Il nid Ilxioxo n=l n=1 n=1
Xd =1

1 [d!2] d 1
= - ~ - < -d(l + log(dI2)) < dlog(d + 1)

2 LJ n 2
n=1

which completes the proof.
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Since X is a multiplicative character of order p-1, thus we have Xp
-

1 = 1.

Applying Lemma 3 with d = p - 1 we get:

(p-l)/2 2

L L Xk(g) :::; L Il _ ()I < 2(p - 1) log(p).
x#xo k=l x#xo X 9

It follows that
2

-- '" :::; 36spl/2(logp)2.
P - 1 L...... 1

Finally we give an upper bound for 2:2:

2 2 (t-l ) ((P-l)/2 )-----=1 L
2

= -----=1 L Lx(bl(a + jb)) L Xk(g)
P P x#xo j=O k=l

Xd=l

(
t-l ) ((P-l)/2 )

= p ~ 1 x~o ~xd(z(a + jb)) t; Xk(g)

xd=l

2 (p-l)/2

:::; - '" t '" Xk(g)P - 1 L...... L......
x#xo k=l

Using Lemma 3 we get:

2 4
-- '" :::; --td log d < 4d log d.
p - 1 L......2 P - 1

(3.6)

Using that d is less than the degree of J, which is k, and k < pl/2 we get

2
-- '" :::; 4k log k < 2pl/2 log p.
p - 1 L......2

From (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7) we get

(3.7)

Proof of Theorem 2.

We will use addition theorems as in [8]. First we need the following

definition:
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Definition 3 Let A and B be multi-sets of the elements of Zp. If A + B

represents every element ofZp with multiplicity divisible by p-1, i.e., for aU

c E Zp, the number of solutions of

a + b = c a E A, b E B

(the a's and b's are counted with their multiplicities) is divisible by p-l, then

the sum A + B is said to have property P.

Lemma 4 Let A {al, ... , al, ... , ar ... , ar } and V

{dl, ... , dl, ... , de, ... , de} be multi-sets of the elements of Zp where

the multiplicity of ai is Œi in A and the multiplicity of di is r5i in V. If one

of the following two conditions holds:

(i) min{r, f} :S 2 and max{r, f} :S p - 1,

(ii) (4ft:s p or (4r)e :S p,

then there exists c E Zp such that

a + d = c a E A, d E V

has exactly Œir5j solutions for some 1 :S i :S r, 1 :S j :S f (i. e. the solution is

unique apart from the multiplicities).

Proof of Lemma 4.

Consider the simple sets A' = {al,a2, ... ,ar }, V' = {dl ,d2, ... ,dr }. It

was proved in [8, Theorem 2] that under any of these conditions there is a

C E Zp such that

a + d = c a E A', d E V'

has exactly one solution. The statement of the lemma follows easily from

this.

To praye Theorem 2, consider any V = (dl, d2, ... , de) with non-negative

integers dl < d2 < ... < de and positive integers M with M + de :S N. Then
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(3.8)

arguing as in [26, p. 382] with f(x + dj) in place of n + dj, we have

2e M

IV(EN ,M,D)I::; (p-l)e L ... L LXI(f(x+dl))"'xe(f(x+de))
Xl=FXO xdxo x=l

(p-I)/2

x Il L Xj(lj) .
ej=l

Now, let X be a generator of the group modulo p characters, e.g. X can be

chosen as the character X uniquely defined by X(g) = e (P~l)' The order of

X is p - 1. Let

for u = 1,2, ... , f

where, by Xl i= Xo, ... ,Xe i= Xo, we may take

1 ::; Ou < p - 1

Thus in (3.8) we have

M

LXI (f(x + dl) ... xef(x + dp.)

x=l

for u = 1, 2, ... , f.

M

L X~1 (f(x + dd ... x~t f(x + de)
x=l

M

LX(f~I(X + dl)'" f~t(x + de))
x=l

If f~1 (x + dl) ... f~t(x + de) is not a perfect p - I-th power, then this sum

can be estimated by Lemma 3, whence

M

L X(f~1 (x + dl) ... f~t(x + de)) ::; 9sfpl/2Iogp.
x=l

Therefore by (3.8) and the triangle-inequality we get:

IV(EN, M, D)1:S (p:'1)' x~o···x~o 9sfp' /2log pDC~2 x'j (g'j) )

+ (P~'l)' 1$""~$P-2, (p-l)DC~2 X'j(g'j))
f6 1 (x+d1 )· .. f6 t (x+dt) is
a perfect p - l-th power

(3.9)
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By [26, p.384] we have

(3.10)

It remains give an upper bound for 2:2' If f is irreducible it is obvious

that f8 1 (x + dd ... f8 l (x + de) is a perfect p - 1-th power if and only if

p-1 161"", 6e. But in 2:2 we have 1 ::; 61,... ,6e ::; p- 2, therefore 2:2 = 0

which proves theorem 2 in case a). In case b), c), d) we will prove that 2:2
is smal!. We need the following lemma to estimate 2:2'

Lemma 5 For altI::; 61, ... ,6e ::; p - 2 such that f8 1 (x + dl) ... f8 l (x + de)

is a perfect p - 1-th power, there is a 6i (1 ::; i ::; f) and an integer 1 ::; a ::; k

(where k is the degree of the polynomial f(x)) such that p - 1 1 a6i.

We will prove lemma 5 later. Now, from this lemma we verify that

2e
...,------,-: '" < k(k + l)f 22f

-
l (logp)e-l.

(p - l)f ~2 -

Consider a fixed f-tuples {6l, ... ,6e} for which f8 1 (x + dd ... f8 l (x + de)

is a perfect p - 1-th power and 1 ::; 61 " .. , 6e ::; p - 2. By Lemma 5, then

there exits a 6i with

p - 1 16ia.

But 0 < a6i < a(p - 1) and a ::; k:

p - 1 ::; 6ia ::; (a - 1) (p - 1)

1 6· 1_ < _t_ < 1--
a-p-1- a

~ ::; ~ ::; II~II·k a p-1

By Il - e(a)1 2: 4 Il a Il we have

2 2 1 k
Il - X8;(g)J = Il - e(6d(p - 1))1 ::; 2116d(p - 1)11 < 2' (3.11)

By Lemma 5, we have

e

L ::; (p - 1) L L .
2 2,t

i=l
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where

L 2 ·=
,t

e (p-l)/2

LilL xOj(lj)
1<01 ,... ,ol<p-2, j=l ej=l

f6 1(:z:+d1 )···flt(:z:+dl) is
a perfect p - 1-th power,

3 l:So:Sk, p-lloo;

Next we give an upper bound for

L 1 ~fr.
1<0;<p-2,

f6 1(:z:+d-;) ..-:j6l(:z:+dtl is
a perfect p - l-th power

For fixed 6l,· .. ,6i-l,6i+l, ... ,6elet 1 ~ Xl < X2 < ... < x r ~ p-2

denote the numbers for which fOl (x+dd ... fO;-l (x+di_l)f:Z:j (x+di)fOi+1 (x+

di+d ... fOL (x + de) is a perfect p - I-th power. It is clear that the quotient

of two polynomials of this form is a p - I-th power, so

(for j = 2,3, ... , r)

is a perfect p - I-th power. The degree of r j -:Z:j - 1 (x + di) is (Xj - Xj_l)k,

ant this degree is divisible by p - 1, therefore

p-l
Xj - Xj-l ~ -k-'

So
~ p-l

p - 1 > Xr > L)Xj - Xj-l) ~ (r - 1)-k-'
j=2

By this:

L l=r~k+1.
1:S0;:Sp-2,

f 61(:z:+dI)···f6 i (:z:+dtl is
a perfect p - l-th power
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Thus we get from (3.13):

~ k(k + 1) ~ Il 2
~2,i ~ 2 ~ .. Il - x6j (g)1

lS61 , .. ·A-IA+I,... ,6tSp-2 J'pt

= k(k + 1) 2e- l (2: 1 ) e-l

2 xi'xo Il - X(g) 1

By Lemma 3 we have

~ k(k + 1)
~2,i ~ 2 2e- l (p _l)e-l(logp)e-l.

From this and (3.12):

2:
2
~ k(k + l)R 2e- 2 (p - l/(logp)e-l.

By this, (3.9), (3.10) and k < pl/2 - 1, we get the statement of Theorem 2.

It remains to praye Lemma 5.

Proof of Lemma 5.

The foUowing equivalence relation was defined in [8]: We will say that

the polynomials <p(x), 'ljJ(x) E Fp[x] are equivalent, if there is an a E Fp such

that 'ljJ(x) = 1J(x + a). Clearly, this is an equivalence relation.

Write j(x) as the products of irreducible polynomials over Fp . Let us

group these factors so that in each group the equivalent irreducible factors

are coUected. Consider a typical group 1J(x + al)' ... ,1J(x + ar). Then j(x)
is of the form j(x) = <pOl (x + ad .. .<p0r(x + ar)z(xr) where z(x) has no

irreducible factors equivalent with any <p(x + ai) (1 ~ i ~ T).
Let h(x) = j61 (x + dd ... j6t (x + de). be a perfect p - 1-th power where

1 ~ 61 , ... 6e ~ p - 2. Then writing h(x) as the praduct of irreducible

polynomials over Fp, aU the polynomials <p(x + ai + dj) wit 1 ~ i ~ T,

1 ~ i ~ T, 1 ~ j ~ Roccur amongst the factors. AU these polynomials are

equivalent, and no other irreducible factor belonging to this equivalence class

will occur amongst the irreducible factors of h(x).

Since distinct irreducible polynomials cannot have a common zero in

the algebraic closured of Fp , therefore each of the zeros of h is of multi

plicity divisible by p - 1, if and only if in each group, formed by equiv

aIent irreducible factors <p(x + ai + dj) of h(x), every polynomial of form
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<p(X + c) occurs with multiplicity divisible by p - 1. In other words writing

A = {al,'" ,al,'" ,ar ,··· ,ar }, D = {dl,'" ,dl,'" ,de,··· ,de} where ai has

the multiplicity ai in A (ai is the exponent of <p(x + ai) in the factorization

of f(x)) and di has the multiplicity Oi in D, then for each group A+D must

possess property P.

If condition b) holds in Theorem 2, then considering the degrees of the

irreducible factors of f(x), we see that there exists a group for which r :::; 2,

i.e., A contains at most two distinct elements. 80 if one of the conditions of

Theorem 2 holds then there exists a group for which the multi-sets A and D

satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4, we get that there exists a c such that

a + d = c a E A, d E D

has exactly aiOj solution for sorne 1 :::; i :::; rand 1 :::; j :::; f. But A + D

possess property P, therefore p - 1 1 aiOj' Because ai is the exponent of an

irreducible factor in f(x), we also have 1 :::; ai :::; k. Which completes the

proof of Lemma 5.

Proof of Theorem 3.

We will use the following lemma.

Lemma 6 If f(x) = ±f(t - x) mod p, then there exists a permutation

{Xl"" xs} of the distinct roots of f(x) such that

t Xl + Xs X2 + Xs-I == ... = xis/21 + xs+l-iss/21

and denoting the multiplicity of the root Xi by ai (1 :::; i :::; s) we also have

Proof of Lemma 6.

This is a consequence of the fact every polynomial has unique factorization

over Fp . Now we can return to the proof of Theorem 3.
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In the same way as the estimates of the correlation measure we obtain:

1<,h,02<p-2,
f dl(a+x)fd2(b-x) is a
perfect p - l-th power

4
+ (p - 1)2

. 4 2 (p-l)/2

H(EN , a, b) ::; (p _ 1)2 L L 18spl/2logpn L Xj(glj)
xd:xo x2ixo J=l lj=l

2 (p-l)/2
(p -1) II L Xj(glj)

j=l lFl

(3.14)

Again as in [26, p. 384] we have

(3.15)

To give an upper bound for L2 we have to handle the case when the poly

nomial fOl (a + X)f02(b - x) is a perfect p - I-th power. Suppose that there

is no permutation {Xl . .. , Xs} with

t Xl + Xs X2 + Xs-l = . . . xrs/21 + XS+l-rss/21·

Then there exists a foot of f(a + x) which is not the root of f(b - x) (x is

the variable). Denote this root by Xi - a and let ai the multiplicity of the

root Xi - a in f(a + x). Then p - 1 1 ai6l because fOl (a + X)f02(b - x) is a

perfect p - I-th power. But also 1 ::; ai ::; k, so in this special case in the

same way as we get the result of Theorem 2 from Lemma 5, we obtain:

4
( )2""::; 16k(k + 1)(10gp)3.
p - 1 L..J2

From this, (3.14), (3.15) we get

The case when

t - Xl + Xs X2 + Xs-l =... = xrs/21 + XS+l-rss/21·
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(3.17)

holds is slightly more difficult. Considering the multiplicity of the roots Xi 

a b-Xs+1-i, Xs+1-i -a b-Xi mod p in the polynomial fOl (a+x)f02 (b-x)

we get:

p - 1 161ai + 62 a s+1-i,

p - 1 1 61 a s+1-i + 62 ai

Taking the sum and the difference we obtain

p - 1 1 (61 - 62 ) (ai - a s+1-d,

p - 1 1 (61 + 62) (ai + as+1-i) (1 ::; i ::; s). (3.16)

By Lemma 6 we know that there exists an i for which ai =/; a s+1-i. By

1 ::; lai - a s+1-il ::; k, 1 ::; lai + a s+1-il ::; 2k and (3.16), we obtain that

both 61 - 62 and 61 + 62 may assume at most 2k different values. Therefore

at most (2k) 2 pairs {61, 62} exist for which fOl (a + x) f02 (b - x) is a perfect

p - 1-th power.

By Il - e(a)1 ~ 411 a Il, Xi = XOi
, we have:

2 (p-1)/2 4 1

Dt; Xj(li) ::; Il - XO I (g)111 - X02(g)\ ::; 4 \I~IIII~II'

Next we will prove:
1

II~II II~II ::; 2pk. (3.18)

Lemma 7 If x, y E N, Y =/; 0, P - 1 1 xy, but P - 1 t x then we have

11 ~11>1p-1 - y'

Proof of Lemma 7.

Let x = r(p - 1) + q where 1 ::; q ::; p - 2. Then

r(p -l)y < xy < (r + l)(p - l)y.

But P - 1 1 xy, so:

(p - l)(ry + 1) ::; xy ::; (p - l)(ry + y - 1),

1 x 1
r+-<--<r+1--

y-p-1- y'

IIp ~ 111 ~ ~
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which was to be proved.

If p - 1 1 ch - 62 and p - 1 1 61 + 62 then by 1 ::; 61,62 ::; P - 2 we

have 61 = 62 = ~ and (3.18) is trivial. We may suppose that at least

one of 61 - 62, 61 + 62 is not divisible by p - 1. If p - 1 t 61 - 62 then

p - 1 1 (61 - 62)(ai - a s+1-i), and using Lemma 8 we get:

Il 6~ =~211 ~ lai _ ~s+l-il ~ l·
If p - 1 t 61 + 62 then p - 1 1 (61 + 62)(ai + a S+1-i), and using again Lemma

8 we get:

11
61+6211 1 1
p - 1 ~ lai + a s+1-i! ~ 2k'

By the triangle-inequality in both cases we have:

But P~1 ::; II~II, II~I\' so trivially

IIp ~ 11111p~ 111 ~ 2k(p1_1) ~ 2~P'
from which (3.18) follows. By (3.17), (3.18), and since there are at least (2k)2
pairs for which fOI (a + x)f0

2 (b - x) is a perfect p - 1-th power, we have

1:S01.D2:Sp-2,
f61(a+x)f62 (b-x) is a
perfect p - 1-th power

(3.19)

From (3.14), (3.15) and (3.19) we get

H(EN, a, b) ::; 88kp1/2(logp)3

which proves the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is exactly the same as in [1, Theorem

1], the only difference is in the definitions of q and r: now we choose q, r as

integers with (q,p) = (r,p) = 1 and 1 ::; ind q::; ~, ~ < ind r ::; p - 1.
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3.3 Numerical Calculations

In this chapter our goal is to carry out numerical calculations. Partly

to see how far our theoretical estimates are from the probable truth, partly

to gather numerical data in cases when we cannot prove any theoretical

estimates (linear complexity and the correlation measure of higher order). In

particular, one might like to gather information on the linear complexity (see,

e.g. [23]) which is another characteristic closely related to pseudorandomness.

The linear complexity is defined as it foUows.

Definition 4 The linear complexity of a finite binary sequence

{ So, ... , SN -l} E {D, 1}N is the smallest integer L for which there ex

ist numbers Cl, ... ,CL-l E {D,I} such that

Sn = ClSn-l + C2Sn-2 + ... + CL-lSn-(L-l) + Sn-L mod 2 for aU n 2: L.

We construct a sequence {so, ... , Sp-2} E {D,I}P-l from our sequence

Ep- l = {el,"" ep-d E {-1, +1}p-l in the foUowing way: Si = k(1 - eHl)
for aU D ~ i ~ p - 2. One might like to study the linear complexity of

this sequence. Unfortunately we haven't been able to praye any non-trivial

theoretical result. Thus aU we can do in this direction is, again, to carry

out numerical computations; we will use the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm

[5],[17] (L denotes the linear complexity).
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p prime VP polynomial W C2 C3 C4 S L

1009 31.764 x3 + 1 38 98 132 152 72 503

x4 +511x2 + 123x+851 45 102 138 157 68 504

122x4 + 1000x3 +
37 88 126 158 75 505

22x2 + 626x + 500

212x2o + 567x13 +
60 96 130 146 72 504

333x8 + 9x + 12

1013 31.827 x3 + 1 38 123 129 151 84 507

x4 +511x2 + 123x+851 40 104 136 146 67 508

122x4 + 1000x3 +
42 102 128

22x2 + 626x + 500
165 77 506

212x2o + 567x13 +
59 103 144 150 72 508

333x8 + 9x + 12

p prime VP polynomial W C2 S L

100069 316.336 x 3 + 1 623 1284 923 50036

x4 + 75638x2 + 54322x +
689 1348 1150 50034

81512

x4 + 34879x3 + 98537x2 +
402 1373 861 50034

12378x + 68921

x 100 + 45623x89 +

98254x63 + 74563x30 + 445 1365 963 50033

78346x17

100237 316.602 x3 + 1 885 1392 919 50117

x4 + 5433x2 + 5432x +
383 1297 859 50118

23789

x4 + 50000x3 +
410 1367 975 50118

28657x2 + 112211x + 854

x 100 + X
84 + 456789x73 +

614 1315 970 50119
X

72 + 8789x4 + 4

The data above seem to point to the direction that our condition on k

and .e can be relaxed considerably, and that the correlation of not very high
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order tends to be relatively small also for k, evalues not covered by Theorem

2. Perhaps this data also indicate that the dependence on the degree of the

polynomial in the upper bounds for the pseudorandom measures need not be

as strong as in our theorems. Most of the time the linear complexity seems

to be around p/2 as it would happen for truly random sequences, so that our

sequence also satisfies the requirement of high linear complexity.

3.4 Conclusion

By using the notion of index (discrete logarithm) we have constructed

large families of binary sequences with strong pseudorandom properties.

However, the weak point of this construction is that the generation of these

sequences is very slow (since there is no fast algorithm for computing the dis

crete logarithm). One might like to improve on this construction by trying to

modify the construction so that we should obtain sequences which still have

relatively good pseudorandom properties, however, they can be generated

much faster. l will return to this problem in a subsequent paper.

l would like to thank Professors Julien Cassaigne, Joël Rivat, Andras

Sarkozy for the valuable discussions.
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Chapter 4

On a fast version of a

pseudorandom generator

Abstract

In an earlier paper 1 constructed a large family of pseudorandom se

quences by using the discrete logarithm. While the sequences in this con

struction have strong pseudorandom properties, they can be generated very

slowly since no fast algorithm is known to compute ind n. The purpose of this

paper is to modify this family slightly so that the members of the new family

can be generated much faster, and they have almost as good pseudorandom

properties as the sequences in the original family.

2000 AMS Mathematics Subject Classification: llK45

List of keywords and phrases: pseudorandom, index, discrete logarithm,

correlation.

4.1 Introduction

In this work 1 will continue the work initiated in [10]. C. Mauduit and A.

Sârküzy [21, pp. 367-370] introduced the following measures of pseudoran

domness:
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For a finite binary sequence EN = {el,e2, ... ,eN} E {-I,+I}N write

t-l

U(EN, t, a, b) = 2.:= ea+jb
j=O

and, for D = (dl, ... ,dk ) with non-negative integers dl < ... < dk ,

M

V(EN,M,D) = Len+dl en+d2, ... en+dk·
n=l

Then the well-distribution measure of EN is defined as

t-l

W(EN) = maxIU(EN(t,a,b)1 = max 2.:=ea+jb ,
a,b,t a,b,t .

J=o

where the maximum is taken over aIl a, b, t such that a, b, t E N and 1 ::; a ::;

a + (t - l)b ::; N. The correlation measure of order k of EN is defined as

M

Ck(EN) = max IV(EN, M, D)I = max 2.:= en+dl en+d2"" en+dk ,
M,D M,D

n=l

where the maximum is taken over aIl D = (dl, d2 , ... , dk ) and M such that

M + dk ::; N. In [12] l introduced a further measure: Let

[(b-a)/2]-1
H(EN, a, b) = 2.:= ea+jeb-j,

j=O

and then the symmetry measure of EN is defined as

[(b-a)/2]-1

L ea+jeb-j
j=O

A sequence EN is considered as a "good" pseudorandom sequence if each of

these measures W(EN), Ck(EN) (at least for smaIl k) and 5(EN) is "smaIl" in

terms of N (in particular aIl are o(N) as N --t 00). Indeed, it was proved in

[6, Theorem 1, 2] and in [12, Theorem 1, 2] that for a truly random sequence

EN ç {-1, +1}N each of these measures is« JNlogN and ~ VFi.
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(4.1)

Throughout the paper we will use the following notations: Il x Il is the

distance of x from the closest integer, e(a) = e27ria , IFp is the algebraic clo

sured of the field IFp. Finally, if p is a prime, a and mare natural numbers

we say that pa Il m if pa 1m but pa+l f m.

Numerous binary sequences have been tested for pseudorandomness by

J. Cassaigne, S. Ferenczi, C. Mauduit, J. Rivat and A. Sarkozy. The se

quences with the strongest pseudorandom properties have been constructed

in [8], [10], [21], [20] and [26]. As concerning the strength of the pseudo

random properties these constructions are nearly equally good. But in the

construction given by A. Sarkozy in [26] and extended by me in [10], the gen

eration of the sequences in question is much more slowly than in the other

constructions. Indeed Sarkozy's construction is the following:

Let p be an odd prime, N = p - 1 and define EN = {el,'" ,eN} ç
{-l, +l}N by

{
+1 if 1 :S ind n :S ~,

en =
-1 if~ :S ind n :S p - 1.

Here ind n denotes the index or discrete logarithm of n modulo p, defined as

the unique integer with

gind n _ n (mod p), (4.2)

and 1 :S ind n :S p - 1, where 9 is a fixed primitive root modulo p. In [10] 1

extended this construction to a large family of binary sequences with strong

pseudorandom properties by replacing n by a polynomial f (n) in (4.1) (in

the same way as the Legendre symbol construction in [21] was extended in

[8].)
Indeed in [10] 1 proved for the generalized sequence:

Theorem A For all f E IFp[x] with k = deg f we have

Moreover if one of the following conditions holds:

a) f is irreducible;
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b) If f has the factorization f = 'Pr1 'P~2 ... 'P~tL, where ai E N and the 'Pi 's

are irreducible over JFp , then there exists a /3 such that exactly one or

two 'Pi 's have the degree /3;

c) R= 2;

d) (4f)k < p or (4k)e < p.

Then

Ce(Ep-d < 10kf4epl/2(logp)Hl.

Finally, if f(x) =1= f(t - x) for all tE Zp, then

S(Ep- 1) < 88kpl/2(logp)3.

As we pointed out earlier these constructions are nearly as good as the

others, but the problem is that it is slow to compute en since no fast algorithm

is known to compute ind n. The Diffie-Hellman key-exchange system utilizes

the difficulty of computing ind n.

In this paper my goal is to improve on the construction in Theorem A by

replacing the sequence

en = {+1 if 1 ::; ind f(n) ::; y, (4.3)
-1 if~ ::; ind f(n) ::; p - 1 or pl f(n)

by a sequence which can be generated faster. 1 will show that this is possible

at the price of giving slightly weaker upper bounds for the pseudorandom

measures. Throughout this paper we will use the following:

Notation Let p be an odd prime, 9 be a primitive root modulo p. Define

ind n by (4.2). Let f E JFp[x] be a polynomial of degree k ~ 1, and f = chd

where c E JFp and hE JFp[x] is not a perfect power of a polynomial over JFp[x].

Moreover let

m Ip-l

with m, h E N, and let x be relative prime to m: (x, m) = 1.

The crucial idea of the construction is to reduce ind n modulo m:
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Construction 1 Let ind*n denote the following function: For all 1 ::; n ::;

p-l

ind n x . ind*n (mod m)

(ind*n exists since (x,m) = 1.) Define the sequence Ep- l = {el,'" ,ep-d

by

{
+1 if 1 ::; ind* f(n) ::; ~,

en = -1 if ~ < ind* f(n) ::; m or p 1 f(n).
(4.4)

Note that this construction also generalizes the Legendre symbol con

struction described in [8] and [21]. Indeed in the special case m = 2, x = 1
the sequence en defined in (4.4) becomes

{
+1 if (~) = -1

en = -1 if (0») = 1 o~ p 1 f(n).

(In the special case m = p - 1, x = 1 we obtain the original construction

given in (4.3)).

We will show that the construction presented above has good pseudo

random properties, each of the measures W(Ep_ l ), Ck(Ep- l ) is smaIl under

certain conditions on the polynomial f. In the case of the weIl-distribution

measure we can control the situation completely.

Theorem 1 If ml(m, d) is even we have

W(Ep _ l ) ::; 36kpl/2Iogplog(m + 1).

While in the other case, when ml(m, d) is odd we have:

W(Ep - l ) = P - 1 + O(kpl/2Iogplog(m + 1)).
m

In the case of the correlation measures the situation is slightly more dif

ficult. When the order of the correlation measure is odd we have:

Theorem 2 If f E lFp , k = deg f and f are odd integers while m is an even

integer, then we have
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Otherwise we need the same conditions on the polynomial f as in [la] in

the original construction. If the degree of the polynomial is small depending

on m, the same upper bound holds as in [la], while in the general case l will

prove a slightly weaker result.

Theorem 3 i) Suppose that m is even or m is odd with 2m 1 p - 1, and at

least one of the following 4 conditions holds:

a) f is irreducible;

b) If f has the factorization f = <pr1 <p~2 ... <p~u where Œi E N and the <Pi 's

are irreducible over lFp , then there exists a f3 such that exactly one or

two <Pi 's have the degree f3;

c) f = 2;

cl) (4f)k < p or (4k)l < p.

Then
f,e(Hl)

Cl(Ep- 1 ) < 9kf4lp l/2(logp)Hl +' l p. (4.5)
m

ii) Moreover if we also have 2f3 Il m and k = deg f < 2f3 then

For fixed m by Heath-Brown's work on Linnik's theorem [14] the least

prime number p with m 1 p - 1 is less than cm5
.
5

. Thus the condition

deg f < 2f3 Il m 1p - 1 is not too restrictive.

If m 2l < p holds, then the first term majorizes the second term in (4.5),

thus the upper bound becomes 0 (pl/2(logp)Hl) where the implied constant

factor may depend on k and e.
The study of the symmetry measure also considered in [la] would lead to

further complications and l could control it only under the further assumption

deg f ~ 2f3+2 where f3 is defined by 2f3 Il m. Thus, l do not go into the details

of this here.

In applications one should balance between the strength of the upper

bounds and the speed of the generation of the sequence depending on our
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priorities. By the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm [24] we will show in section 3

that the sequence described in (4.4), in particular ind *f(n), can be com

puted faster than the original construction. Indeed, if the prime factors of

mare smaller than logp then ind* f(n) can be computed by O((logp)6) bit

operations.

In [1] R. Ahlswede, L.H. Khachatrian, C. Mauduit and A. Sark6zy intro

duced the notion of f-complexity offamilies ofbinary sequences as a measure

of applicability of the constructions in cryptography.

Definition 1 The complexity C(F) of a family F of binary sequence EN E

{-1, +I}N is defined as the greatest integer j so that for any 1 ~ il < i2 <
... < i j ~ N, andforcl,c2"" ,Cj, we have at least one EN = {el,"" eN} E

F for which

We will see that the f -complexity of the family constructed in (4.4) is

high.

Theorem 4 Consider aU the polynomials f E lFp[x] with

0< deg f ~ K.

For each of these polynomials f, consider the binary sequence E p- l = E p- l (1)

defined by (4.4), and let F denote the family of aU binary sequences obtained

in this way. Then we have

C(F) > K.

4.2 Proofs

4.2.1 Proof of Theorem 1.

First we note that the sequence defined in (4.4) by the polynomial f = hd

and the modulus m, remains the same sequence if we replace in Construction

1 the polynomial f = h d by the polynomial hd/(m,d) and the modulus m by

the modulus m/(m, d). Thus in order to prove this theorem it is sufficient to

study the case when (m, d) = 1.
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The proof of the theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in

[12]. By the formula

1 ~. {1 if m 1 ind a - ind b,
- L xJ(a)x(b) =
m X:Xm=l 0 if m t ind a - ind b,

we obtain

en = 2 L
1~j~m/2

jx:=ind f(n) (mod m)

Thus

Assume now that 1 ~ a ~ a + (t - l)b ~ N. Then we have

We will prove the following:

s "ë.' ~X#X~-=l (~5((f(a + ib)))

~ 18kpl/2(logp)2. (4.8)

If m is even we obtain the statement of Theorem 1 immediately from (4.7)

and (4.8). If m is odd using the triangle inequality we get

which completes the proof of Theorem 1. Thus in order to prove Theorem 1,

we have to verify (4.8).

We will use the following lemma:
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Lemma 1 Suppose that p is a prime, X is a non-principal character modulo

p of arder z, f E lFp [x] has s distinct mots in F p, and it is not a constant

multiple of a z-th power of a polynomial over lFp . Let y be a real number with

a < y :::; p. Then for any x E R:

L x(J(n)) < 9sp1/2Iogp.
x<n~x+y

Poof of Lemma 1

This is a trivial consequence of Lemma 1 in [2]. Indeed, there this result

is deduced from Weil theorem, see [28].

Consider L~:~ x(J(a + ib)) in (4.7), and here, let the order of X be z.

Since Xm = 1 we have z 1 m. On the other hand f = chd is not a constant

multiple of a z-th power of a polynomial over lFp , since 1 = (m, d) = (z, d)
(because of z 1 m) and h is not a perfect power of any polynomial over lFp .

Using Lemma 1 we have:

t-1

Lx(J(a + ib)) :::; 9kp1/2logp
i=O

and thus by (4.8)

Lemma 2

9kp1/2logp
S<---~

- m

[m/2J

L L Xj(gX)
x;fxo:Xrn =1 j=1

Proof of Lemma 2 This is Lemma 3 in [la] with m in place of d, m/2 in

place of (p - 1) /2 and gX in place of g, respectively, and it can be proved in

the same way.

Using Lemma 2 we obtain

S < 18kp1/2 log p log(m + 1)

which proves (4.8) and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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4.2.2 Proof of Theorem 2 and 3

In this section we may suppose that m is even: In Theorem 2 m cannot

be odd. If m is odd in Theorem 3, then considering 2m in place of m and F
in place of j in Construction 1 we generate the same sequence; however in

this case we have (2m,2d) > 1.

To prove Theorems 2 and 3, consider any 1) = {dl, d2 , ... , de} with non

negative integers dl < d2 < ... < de and positive integers M with M + de ~

p - 1. Then arguing as in [26, p. 382] with j(n + dj) in place of n + dj, min

place of p -1, and gX in place of 9 from (4.6) and since m is even we obtain:

m/2

X Il L Xj(gXej
) •

ej=l
(4.9)

Now let X be a modulo p character of order m; for simplicity we will

choose X as the character uniquely defined by X(g) = e (~) where xx* 1

(mod m). Then

(4.10)

Let XU = X6u for u = 1,2, ... ,e, whence by Xl :f Xo,· .. ,Xe :f Xo, we may

take

1 ~ Ou < m.

Thus in (4.9) we have

M

LXI(f(n + dd)··· xe(f(n + de))
n=l

M

L X61 (f(n + dd) ... x 6l (f(n + de))
n=l

M

LX (J61 (n + dd··· j6 l (n + de))
n=l
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If fOl (n + dl) ... fOL (n + de) is not a perfect m-th power, then this sum can

be estimated by Lemma 1, whence

M

L X(f°l (n + dl)" . fOl(n + de)) ::; 9sfpl/2Iogp.
n=l

= LI + L 2 '

From Lemma 2 the same way as in [26, p.384] we have

LI ::; 9kfpl/2(logp)Hl.

(4.11)

(4.12)

It remains to estimate L2' First we daim that in Theorem 2 and in Theorem

3 (ii) we have L2 = O.

Indeed in these cases l will show that if fOl (n + dl) ... fOL (n + de) is a

perfect m-th power, then there exists a Oi which is even. Then, if Oi is even,

by (4.10) and m t Oi (1 ::; Oi ::; m - 1) we have

m/2 m/2

L Xo;(gXej
) = L e (~j~ fj) = 0,

ej=l ej=l

which means that in L2 the product is 0, whence L2 = O. From this, (4.11)

and (4.12) Theorem 2 and 3 (ii) follows.

Let us see the proof of those cases for which there exists an even Oi' In the

case of Theorem 2 if fOl (n + dl) ... fOl(n + de) is a perfect m-th power, then

m divides the degree of fOl (n + dl) ... fOl(n + de) which is k(Ol + ... + oe).

Contrary to our statement, suppose that aIl Oi are odd. Then using that

k and f are also odd we get that k(Ol + ... + oe) is odd, which contradicts

2 1 m 1 k(Ol + ... + oe). In the case of Theorem 3 (ii) we will use the following

lemma, which is Lemma 5 of [la] with m in place of p - 1.
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Lemma 3 Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3 hold. Then if 1 ::;

61 ) ... ,6e ::; m-1, and fOI(n+dr)···fOl(n+de) is a perfect m-th power,

then there is a 6i (1 ::; i ::; f) and an integer 1 ::; a ::; k such that m 1 a6i .

By Lemma 3 we have

By the conditions of Theorem 3 we have 2fJ Il m and k < 2fJ . Thus (m, a) ::;

a ::; k < 2fJ . Therefore 2 1 (m":cr)' whence 6i is even. This completes the proof

of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 (ii).

In order to prave Theorem 3 (i) we need a generalization of Lemma 3.

This is the following:

Lemma 4 Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3 (i) hold. If 1 ::;

61",,) 6e ::; m-1 and fOI (n+d l )··· fOl(n+de) is a perfect m-th power, then

there is a permutation (Pl, ... )Pe) of (61 ) ... ,6e) such that for all 1 ::; i ::; f

there exists an ai with 1 ::; ai ::; k i and

We postpone the proof of Lemma 4. Now, from this lemma we verify

that L2 ::; e!k:lt) p. Consider a fixed f-tuple (61 , ... ,6e) for which fOl (n +

dl) ... fOl (n + de) is a perfect m-th power. We will prove that

(4.13)

Indeed, by Lemma 4 we have a permutation (Pl," ., Pt) of (61 )" ., 6e) such

that for all 1 ::; i ::; f there exists an ai with 1 ::; ai ::; k i and
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By this, 0 < O'.iPi < O'.im and O'.i :S ki we get

m < O'.p' < (O'.. - l)m_ t t _ t ,

1 Pi 1-<-<1--- - ,
O'.i m O'.i

By this, (4.10) and Il - e(O'.) 1~ 4110'.11 we have

(4.15)~ 1.
1:S0I .... ,ol:Srn.

fOI (n+dJ) .. -j°l (n+dl) is
a perfect rn-th power

Taking the term-wise product in (4.14) for j = 1, ... , e we obtain (4.13).

Thus

Next we give an upper bound for

def
r= 1. (4.16)

1:S0I .... ,Ol:Srn.
fOI (n+dl) .. -j0l(n+dt) is

a perfect rn-th power

The number of different permutations (Pl," ., Pl) of ((h, ... , 6l) is el. Con

sider a fixed permutation (Pl, . .. ,Pl), Then by Lemma 4 we have m 1 O'.iPi

where 1 :S O'.i :S ki . Thus (rn~;) 1 Pi· Since 1 :S Pi :S m we have that Pi may

assume (m,O'.i) :S O'.i :S k i values. Therefore

l

r :S el II k i = e!k l (HI)/2.

i=l

(4.17)

By (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17) we have

kl(HI)

~2 :S el ml P

which proves Theorem 3 (i). It remains to prove Lemma 4.

Proof of Lemma 4

We will need the following definition and lemma:
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Definition 2 Let A and B be multi-sets of the elements of Zp. If A + B
represents every element of Zp with multiplicity divisible by m, i. e., for ail

cE Zp, the number of solutions of

a + b = C a E A, b E B

(the a 's and b 's are counted with their multiplicities) is divisible by m, then

the sum A + B is said to have property P.

Lemma 5 Let A = {al, a2, ... ,ar }, V = {dl, d2, ... ,de} ç Zp. If one of the

foilowing two conditions holds

(i) min{r, f} :S 2 and max{r, f} :S p - 1,

(ii) (4ft :S p or (4r)e :S p,

then there exist Cl, ... ,Ce E Zp and a permutation (ql' . .. ,qe) of (dl, ... , de)

such that for ail 1 :S i :S f

a E A, dE V

has at least one solution, and the number of solutions is less than i + 1.

Moreover for ail solution a E A, d E V we have d E {ql, q2···, qi}, and

d = qi, a = Ci - qi is always a solution.

Proof of Lemma 5

We will prave Lemma 5 by induction on i. It was proved in [8, Theorem

2] that for all sets A and V with the conditions of Lemma 5, we have acE Zp

such that

a+d=c a E A, dE V

has exactly one solution.

This proves Lemma 5 in the case i = 1. Suppose that Lemma 5 holds for

i = j. Then we will prove that it also holds for i = j + 1. By the induction

hypothesis we have Cl, ... ,Cj and a permutation (ql, ... , qj) of (dl, ... , dj )

according to Lemma 5. Let V' = V \ {ql, ... qj}. Since Lemma 5 is true for

i = 1 we have that there exists Cj+! E Zp such that

a + d = Cj+l E A d E 'T"lla , v
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has exactly one solution. Let this unique solution be a = ai+l and d = qj+l'

Then for the solution of

a + d = Cj+l a E A, dE V

we have dE {ql, q2, ... , qj+d which completes the proof of Lemma 5.

Now we return to the proof of Lemma 4. The following equivalence rela

tion was defined in [81 and also used in [101: We will say that the polynomials

cp(x), 'lj;(x) E JFp[x] are equivalent, cp rv 'lj;, if there is an a E JFp such that

'lj;(x) = cp(x + a). Clearly, this is an equivalence relation.

Write f as the product of irreducible polynomials over JFp . Let us group

these factors so that in each group the equivalent irreducible factors are

collected. Consider a typical group cp (x +ad, ... , cp(x +ar). Then f is of the

form f(x) = cpa l (x + al)'" cpar(X + ar)g(Xr) where g(X) has no irreducible

factors equivalent with any cp(x + ai) (1 :S i :S T).

Let h(n) = f8 1 (n + dl) ... f8 l (n + de) be a perfect m-th power where 1 :S
01," ., Oe < m. Then writing h(x) as the product of irreducible polynomials

over JFp , aIl the polynomials cp(x + ai + dj) with 1 :S i :S T, 1 :S j :S f occur

amongst the factors. AlI these polynomials are equivalent, and no other

irreducible factor belonging to this equivalence class will occur amongst the

irreducible factors of h(x).

Since distinct irreducible polynomials cannot have a common zero, each

of the zeros of h is of multiplicity divisible by m, if and only if in each group,

formed by equivalent irreducible factors cp(x +ai +dj) of h(x), every polyno

mial of form cp(x + c) occurs with multiplicity divisible by m. In other words

writing A = {al, ... ,al, ... ,aTl···,ar}, V = {dl, ... ,dl, ... ,de, ... ,dt}

where ai has the multiplicity ai in A (ai is the exponent of cp(x + ai)

in the factorization of f(x)) and di has the multiplicity Oi in V (where

h(n) = f8 1 (n + dl)'" f8 l (n + de) is a perfect m-th power), then for each

group A + V must possess property P.

Let A' and V' be the simple set version of A and V, more exactly, let

A' = {al, ... , ar} and V' = {dl, ... , de}. A' and V' satisfy the conditions of

Lemma 5. So by Lemma 5 for the multi-sets A and V we have the following:

There exist Cl, ... , Ce E Zp and a permutation (ql, . .. , qe) = (dJi, . .. , dJi) of
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(dl, ... ,de) such that if

a E A', dE D',

then we have

and d = qi, a = Ci - qi is a solution. Here (jl,"" je) is a permutation of

(1, ... , R). Define p/s by Pi = 6ji (so (Pl,"" Pe) = (6jL" •• , 6it ) is the same

permutation of (61 , ... ,6e) as the permutation (ql, ... ,qe) = (djl , ... ,dit) of

(dl,' .. , de)). Returning to the multi-set case, using these notation we get

that the number of the solutions

is of the form

a+d=Ci a E A, dE D

where Ei,j E {O, 1}, O'.i,j E {al,' .. , O'.r} for 1 ~ j ~ i and Ei,i = 1. (We study

the number of the solutions by multiplicity since A and D are multi-sets).

Since A + D posses property P we have that for all 1 ~ i ~ R

miE- la- lPl + E- 20'.- 2P2 + ... + E-O'.- -Po.t, t, t , t, '1.,1. 1,t t

By induction on i we will prove that

(4.18)

(4.19)

Indeed, for i = 1 by (4.18) and El,l = 1 we get m 1 O'.l,lPl. We will prove that

if (4.19) holds for i ~ j - 1, then it also holds for i = j.

By the induction hypothesis we have

(4.20)

Multiplying (4.18) for i = j by 0'.1,1", O'.j-l,j-l we get:
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From this using (4.20) and éj,j = 1 we get

m 1 ŒI,1 ... Œj,jPj

which was to be proved.

ŒI,I, ... ,Œi,i E {Œl' ... , Œr } where Œ/S are exponents of irreducible factors

of f, thus 1 S; Œi,i S; deg f = k. Therefore ŒI,1 Œ2,2 ... Œi,i S; ki and by (4.19)

this completes the proof of Lemma 4.

4.2.3 Proof of Theorem 4

The proof is exactly the same as in [1, Theorem 1], the only difference

is in the definitions of q and r: now we choose q, r as integers with (q,p) =

(r,p) = 1 and 1 S; ind*q S; ~, ~ < ind*r S; m.

4.3 Time analysis

Construction 1 depends on the key gX where 9 is a primitive root and

(x, m) = 1. We only need gX, it is not necessary to know the value of 9 or x.
First we prove that it is easy to find a key gX.

Suppose that the factorization of m is known: m = p~l ... p~r where

Pl, ... , Pr are primes. The condition (x, m) = 1 is equivalent with that

y = gX is not a perfect Pi-th power for any 1 S; i S; r in JFp . In other words,

using Fermat's theorem we have that

y(p-l)/Pi 1 (mod p) (4.21)

does not hold for all 1 S; i S; r. By using the iterated squaring method to

check (4.21), it takes 0 ((logp)3) bit operations (see e.g. in [16]).

We will choose a random y E Zp, and by (4.21) we check that y = gX

weather satisfies (x, m) = 1 or not. For a fix primitive root g, the number of

x's with this property is <p(m)~ » ~. Thus after cloglogp attempts

we will find a suitable key gX with high probability.

By the Pohlig-Hellman [24] algorithm ind*n can be computed fast. Here,

we present this algorithm: First we determine ind*n modulo prime power
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divisor qO of m by 0 (aq(logp)3) bit operations. If we know ind*n modulo pfi

for all 1 ::; ai ::; r where m = p~l ... p~r, then using the Chinese Remainder

theorem we have determined the value ind*n modulo m, which gives ind*n

because of 1 ::; ind*n ::; m. Thus to compute ind*n we use 0((1ogm)4 +
(logp)3(alPl + ... + arPr)) ::; O((logm)4 + (logp)3(al + ... + ar) max Pi) ::;

l<~<r

O((logp)4 max Pi) bit operations. - -
l<~<r

Let us see the proof of that ind*n can be computed modulo prime power

divisors qO of m by O(aq(logp)3) bit operations. We will prove this by

induction on a. When a = 0 the statement is trivial. Suppose that we

already know ind*n modulo qi:

ind*n s (mod qi).

From this we compute ind*n modulo qi+1 by O(q(logp)3) bit operations if

qi+1
1 m. In order to prove this statement we will use the following lemma,

which is a trivial consequence of the properties of the primitive roots and

Fermat's theorem.

Lemma 6 qO 1 m. Then

holds if and only if

nigSX is a perfect qO -th power modulo P

which is equivalent with

(4.22)

By Lemma 6 we have that nigSX is a perfect qi-th power. By Lemma 6,

using (4.22), we check that which of the numbers

is a perfect qi+l_th power. This takes 0 (q(logp)3) bit operations. There is

surely one which is a perfect qi+l_th power, because s, S+qi, ... , s+ (q_l)qi
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run over the residue classes modulo qHI which are congruent to s modulo

qi. By Lemma 6, nigs+jpix is a perfect pHI_th power if and only if ind*n

s + jqix (mod qHI). This completes the praof of the statement.

l would like to thank to Professor Andras Sark6zy for the valuable dis

cussions and to the referee Christian Elsholtz for his careful reading and

constructive comments.
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Chapter 5

On the correlation of binary

sequences

Abstract

C. Mauduit conjectured that C2 (EN )C3 (EN ) » Ne always holds with

sorne constant 1/2 < c :::; 1. This will be proved for c = 2/3, more ex

actly if for a sequence EN ç {-1. + l}N we have C2(EN) « N2/3 then

C3(EN) » Nl/2. Indeed, a more general theorem is proved, involving corre

lation measures.

2000 AMS Mathematics subject classification number: llK45.

Key words and phrases: Pseudorandom, correlation measure.

5 .1 Introduction

In 1997 Mauduit and Sarküzy [21] initiated the systematic study of finite

binarysequences EN = (el,e2, ... ,eN) with el,e2, .. "eN E {+1,-1}. They

proposed to use the following measures of pseudorandomness:

The weil-distribution measure of EN is defined as

t-l

W(EN ) = max L ea+jb
a,b,t .

J=o
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where the maximum is taken over aIl a, b, t E N with 1 ::::; a ::::; a+ (t-1)b ::::; N,

while for kEN, k 2 2 the correlation measure of arder k of EN is defined as

M

Ck(EN) = max L en+dl en+d2 ... en+dkM,dl, ... ,dk
n=l

where the maximum is taken over aIl MEN and non-negative integers

dl < d2 < ... < dk such that M + dk ::::; N.

Since 1997 about 20 papers have been written on this subject. In the

majority of these papers special sequences are constructed and/or tested for

pseudorandomness, while in [6], [10], [3] and [22] the measures of pseudoran

domness are studied. In particular in [6] Cassaigne, Mauduit and Sark6zy

compared correlations of different order. They asked the following related

question:

Problem 1. For N --t 00, are there sequences EN such that C2(EN) =

O(Vii) and C3 (EN ) = 0(1) simultaneously?

Recently, Mauduit [19] asked another closely related question

Problem 2. Is it true that for every EN E {-l, +l}N we have

or at least

(5.1)

with sorne ~ ::::; c ::::; 1?

In this paper l will settle both Problem 1 and Problem 2 in the weaker

form (5.1). The answers will follow from the main result of this paper:

Theorem 1 If k, R. E N, 2k + 1 > 2f., N E N and N > 67k4 + 400, then for

all En E { - 1, +l}N we have

( ll/k(2f.+ 1) C )2k+l
+ (17 2k + 1)R. N 2k-R.C2 > ~N2k-R.+l. (5.2)

V 2R. 2f. 2k+l - 23

If follows trivially that

Corollary 1 If k, R. E N, log N 2 2k + 1 > 2f., NE N and N > 67k4 + 400,

En E {-l,+l}N and

C (E ) < 1 NI-R./(2k+l)
2R. N 40 Jk(2f. + 1)
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then we have

( )

f/2
~ 2f Nl/2

C2k+l> 7 17(2k + 1) .

In particular, for f = 1, 2 and 3 we obtain:

(i) if

then

(ii) if
N3/5

C4 (EN ) < 64vrogN'

then

(iii) if
N4/7

C6 (EN ) < 75vrogN'

then

where the implicit constant may depend on the order of the correlation mea-

sure.

From the first statement of Corollary 1 (which is an immediate conse

quence of Theorem 1), follows the parts (i), (ii) and (iii) by using the in-

equalities N 1- f /(2k+l) > N 1- f /(2f+1) and _1 > 1 .
- v'k - J'og N/2

Clearly, (i) in the Corollary answers the question in Problem 1. Moreover,

since we have

for all N 2 k, thus Problem 2 also follows from (i) with c = 2/3.

By Theorem 1 for N > 467 we have

267C3 + NC2 > _1_ N2 .
2 3 700
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For a "truly random sequence" EN E {-1, +1}N the left hand side of (5.3)

is « N3/2 + N 2 which shows that the second term is the best possible apart

from the constant factor. On the other hand l do not know whether the

exponent 3 in the first term is the best possible. In other words, l have not

been able to settle the following problem.

Problem 3. Does there exist a sequence EN E {-1, +1}N with

C2(EN ) = O(N2/3), C3(EN ) = O(Nl/2)?

Alon, Kohayakawa, Mauduit, Moreira and V. Radl proved the following

for the correlation measure of even order in [3]:

Theorem 2 If k and N are natural numbers with even k and 2 :S k :S N,

then

for any EN E {-1, +1}N.

5.2 Proof of Theorem 1

We may suppose that

(5.4)

otherwise the theorem is trivial. The crucial idea of the proof is the following

identity:

Lemma 1 Let

S
de!

1 -

l~dl <···<d2l - l~N -(2k+l)

L enl enl +dl ... enl +dU-l en2 ... en2+du_l en2k+l en2k+l +dl ... en2k+l +d2l- l '

l~nl <··-<n2k+l
~N-du-l
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S
de!

2 -

l~dl <···<d2k~N-U

L enl enl +dl ... enl +d2k en2 en2+dl ... en2+d2kenu enu+dl ... enu+d2k'
l~nl<···<nu
~N-d2k

Then

(5.5)

We will give an upper bound for SI - S2 involving C2f. and C2k+ l . But

before this we prove Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 1. If a product enl ... en2k+1 +d2l- 1 occurs in SI, then it

also occurs in S2 and vice-versa, because for aIl terms enl ... en2 k+1 +du-I in

SI we have

Here

ni+! - ni = (ni+l + dl) - (ni + dl) = (ni+l + d2) - (ni + d2) = ...

= (ni+l + dU- l ) - (ni + d2f.-l)

for aIl 1 :::; i :::; 2k, which proves that this product also occurs in S2' Changing

the role of SI and S2 we get the inverse statement. Thus indeed SI - S2 = O.

Considering L: enl ... en2k+1 +d2l- l in SI we see that this is
l~nl<"'<n2k+l
~N-du_I

the sum of aIl possible products containing 2k + 1 terms from the set

el el+d l ... el+du_l' e2 e2+dl ... e2+du_l"'" eN-du _1 eN-du_l+dl ... eN· A sim

ilar situation holds in the case of S2. We will use the following lemma.

Lemma 2 For all j, MEN, j :::; M there is a polynomial pj,M(X) E Q[x]

with the degreej such that ijXl,X2"",XM E {-1,+1} then

Pj,M(Xl + ... + XM) = L XilXi2'" Xij'
1~il<i2···<ij~M
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Denote the coefficients of Pj,M by Ci,j,M:

P "M(X) = C" "MX
j + C"-l "MX

j- 1+ ... + Co "M.J, J,J, J ,J, ,J,

Then Ci,j,M = 0 if i :t j (mod 2), and (-I)(j-i)/2 ci ,j,M ~ 0 if i j (mod 2).

If j is even we also have:

Co "M = (_I)j/2 (M/2).
J, j/2

Proof of Lemma 2. We will prove this lemma by induction on j. PI,M(X) =

xtrivially. Since x; = 1, P2,M(X) = ~X2 - ~ because

1 ( )2 M 1 (( )2 2 2 )2 Xl + ... + XM - 2 = 2 Xl + ... + XM - Xl - ... - x M

L XiXj'
l~i<j~M

Thus

Co l M = 0, Cl l M = 1, ) 1 1

CO,2,M = -M/2, CI,2,M = 0, C2,2,M = 1/2. (5.6)

Suppose that the polynomials PI,M, P2,M, ... ,Pj-I,M exist. From this we

will prove that pj,M also exists.

Using again x; = 1 we get:

Thus for j ~ 3 we have

M - (j - 2)

J
L Xil Xi2 ... Xij_2'

l~il <i2<"""<ij_2~M

1 M - (j - 2)
Pj,M(X) = --: XPj-I,M(X) - . Pj-2,M(X).

J J

From this we obtain that the following holds for the coefficients Ci,j,M:

1 M - (j - 2)
Ci,j,M = --: Ci-l,j-I,M - . Ci,j-2,M'

J J
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By induction on j, Lemma 2 follows immediately from this recursion. l leave

the details to the reader.

By Lemma 2

is equivalent with

L P2k+l,N-d2l_1 (N~_I enen+dl ... e n + d2l _ I )

l:Sdl <···<d2l_I:SN-(2k+l) n=l

L P2f.,N-d2k

l:Sdl <···<d2k :SN-2f.

So:

L P2k+l,N-d2l_1 (N~_l enen+dl ... e n +d2l_ 1 )

1:Sdl<···<d2l_I:SN-(2k+l) n=l

L (P2f.,N-d2k (Nfk enen+dl ... e n +d2k ) - CO,U,N-d2k )

l:Sdl<···<d2k :SN-2f. n=l

L CO,2f.,N -d2k .

l:Sdl <··-<d2k:SN-2f.

Using the triangle inequality we get:

P2k+I,N-d2l _ 1

- CO,2f.,N-d2k

(5.8)> L CO,2f.,N -d2k .

l:Sdl <···<d2k:S N - 2f.

We will give estimates for both side of (5.8). In order to estimate the right

hand side of (5.8), we need upper bounds for the coefficients of the polyno

mials Pj,M'

Definition 1 Let

do 1 = 0, dl l = 1, ,

d o,2 = 1/2, d 1,2 = 0, d 2,2 = 1/2.
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If i < 0 or j < i let di,j = O.

For i > 2 let

(5.9)

Lemma 3 If j ::; M then

IC· . MI < d· ·M(j-i)/2.t,J, - t,J

Proof of Lemma 3. We will prove the lemma by induction on j. For

j = 1,2 by (5.6) the assertion is trivial. If the lemma hoIds for j ::; k - 1

then it also holds for j = k because of triangie-inequality and (5.7):

1 M - (k - 2) 1 M
ICi,k,MI ::; k ICi-l,k-l,MI + k ICi,k-2,MI :::; k ICi-l,k-1,MI + k iCi,k-2,MI

< ~d' M(k-i)/2 + M d. M(k-i-2)/2 = M(k-i)/2d.- k t-1,k-1 k t,k-2 t,k'

Thus Lemma 3 is proved.

Next we give an upper bound for the polynomial Pj,M'

Lemma 4 Let W· de! do . + dl . + ... + d·· J' < MJ ,J ,J J,J'-

(i) If Ixl ::; y, V > 0, y > J3(V:1) and M ::; N then

Ipj,M(x) 1 ::; (3(v + 1))j/2 wj Iylj·

(ii) If j is even Ixl ::; VN and M ::; N then

( . 2)/2 2Ip 'M(X)-CO'MI<wNJ- X.J, ,J, - J

Proof of Lemma 4. (i) By Lemma 3

Ic, 'MI < d· ·M(j-i)/2 < d· ·N(j-i)/2.t,J, - t,J - t,J

Using this and Ixl ::; y we obtain:

. 1/2 . 1 . 2 )2
P ·M(X) < d· .yJ + d·_1 ·N yJ- + d'-2 ·NyJ- + ... + do ·NJJ, - J,J J ,J J ,J ,)

. ( N1/2 (N
1
/
2
)j)= yJ d·· + d '-1 ._- + ... + do· -- .J,J J ,J Y ,J Y
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By Y > j 3{~1) we have

which proves (i).

(ii) Since j is even, by Lemma 2 we have C1,j,M = O. Using again (5.10) we

get

, 1/2 ' 1 (' 2)/2 2Ip 'M(X)-CO'MI<d"xJ +d'-1'N xJ- +···+d2 ,NJ- XJ, ,J, - J,J J,J ,J

2 ('-2 1/2 '-3 ('-2)/2)=X d"xJ +d'_1,N xJ +···+d2 ,NJJ,J J .J ,J

Because of x :::; N1/2 we have

( ' 2)/2 2
Ip , M (x) - Co 'M 1 < w'N J - x,J, ,J, - J

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

Using Lemma 4 we are able to estimate the right hand-side of (5.8).

Indeed, by the definition of the correlation measure and Theorem 2 (which

was proved in [3]) we have

N-du_I

L enen+dl'" en+du_I

n=1

Thus by Lemma 4 (i) we have

(

N-dU _ 1 )

P2k+1,N-du_I L enen+dl'" en+du_I

n=1
(5.11)

On the other hand by (5.4) we have

N-d2k

L enen+dl'" en+d2k :::; C2k+1 (EN) :::; Vii.
n=1

Using Lemma 4 (ii) we get

(5.12)
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We also have

(
N - (2k + 1)) N2l-1L 1 = 21! - 1 ::; ..,----(2I!---1..,----)! '

lSdl <···<dU-l SN -(2k+l)

(

N - 2I!) N2kL 1 = 2k ::; (2k)!'
lSdl <··-<d2kSN-2l

By (5.8), (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) we have

N2l-1 N2k+l-l

(3(2 0 1))(2k+l)/2 C2k+1 C2 (E){. + W2k+l (21! _ 1)! 2l + W2l (2k)! 2k+l N

> L CO,U,N-d2k .

lSdl <··-<d2kS N - U

The following lemma gives an upper bound for Wj.

Lemma 5

(5.13)

(5.14)

Proof of Lemma 5. The lemma is true for j = 1,2. We will prove that

if it is true for j ::; k - 1 then it is also true for j = k. By the recursion (5.9)

we get
1

Wk = k(Wk-l + Wk-2)

Thus by the inductive hypothesis we have

1( 1 1) 1
Wk ::; k [(k - 1)/2]! + [(k - 2)/2]! ::; [k/2]!

which completes the proof of Lemma 5.

Using Lemma 5, from (5.14) we get:

N2l-1 N 2kH-l
(3(21! 1))(2k+l)/2 C2k+l C2 (E)+ k!(2I! - 1)! U + e!(2k)! 2k+l N

> ~fL.CO,U,N-d2k

lSdl <··-<d2kS N - U
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In order to prove Theorem 1 we need a lower bound for the right hand-side

of (5.15). By Lemma 2 we have

L=

(5.16)

and

We will use the following lemma

Lemma 6 If a > 2p2 then

(a~2) ~ e~l (~).
Proof of Lemma 6. By a ~ p2 - 1 and 1 + x ~ eX we get:

(
a/2) / (a) = a(a - 2) (a - 2(f - 1))

f f 2l a(a - 1) (a - (f _ 1))" (5.17)

By a ~ 2f2 ~ f2 + p - 2 for 1 ~ i ~ f - 1 we have

a - 2i a a f - 1 f - 1 1
--=2--->2- =1- >1---= l'
a-'/, a-'/, a - (f - 1) a - (f - 1) - p2 - 1 (1 + ë)

(5.18)

By (5.17) and (5.18) we have

(a~2)/(;) 2 2' (1 ~ D' 2 e~'
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which completes the proof of Lemma 6.

Let

H~f ~ ~ (d2k - 1) (N - d2k ). (5.19)
e2 i L.J 2k - 1 R

d2k=N-2i2+1

By Lemma 6 from (5.16) we obtain

Consider how many ways we can choose from the integers 1,2, ... , N

exactly 2k + Rpieces. This is trivially (2:'-ti)' On the other hand if we fixed

the value of the 2k-th largest integer from these 2k + Rpieces, let it be d2k ,

then the number of the possibilities is (~2:~n (N-/2k). Therefore

(
N ) = ~ (d2k - 1) (N - d2k ) .

2k + R L.J 2k - 1 R
d2k=2k

By Lemma 6 we have

(
N) N2kH

2k + R 2: e(2k + R)!'

By (5.20), (5.21) and (5.22) we have

N2kH

L 2: e22i (2k + R)! - H.

Lemma 7

1 N-i (d 1) (N d) N2k+~i2k - - 2k 3

H = e2 i L 2k _ 1 R :s; e2 i (2k + R)! .
d2k=N-2i2+1

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

Proof of Lemma 7. By the Stirling-formula if d2k 2: N - 2R2 + 1 we have:
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On the other hand

(
d2k - 1) < N 2k- 1 = 1 (2k + e)! N2k-l < (2k + e)Hl N2k-l.
2k - 1 - (2k - 1)! (2k + e)! (2k - 1)! - (2k + e)!

(5.25)

Bye::; k and 67k3 ::; N:

H < ~ (2e2(2ef)e(2k + e)Hl N2k-l) < 1 (V6ëk)2H3 N2k-l
- e2e (2k + e)! - e2e(2k + e)!

< 1 N2k+~e
- e2e(2k + e)!

which proves Lemma 7.

By Lemma 7, (5.23) and N > 67 we have

N2kH ( e) N2kH
L 2 e22e(2k + e)! 1 - Ne/3 2 23. 2e(2k + e)!' (5.26)

From (5.15) and (5.26) and 2e ::; 2k ::; (.J2)2k+l we have

(3V2(2e+1))(2k+l)/2 (2k+e)! C2k+l+2e(2k+e)!N2k-eC2 ('E)
k!(2f - 1)! u e!(2k)! 2k+l N

N 2k-Hl
>---

23

Here,

(2k + P)! < (2k + P?k-Hl < (3k )2k < (gek)(2k+l)/2
k!(2f - 1)! - k! - (~)k -

(2k+e)! (2k+e)e (3k)e (8 6k )e-----,,.----,-- < < -- < .1-
P!(2k)! - e! - (De - e

Thus

( 11 /k(2f + 1) C ) 2k+l + (17 2k + 1) eN 2k- eC2 > ~N2k-Hl (5.27)
V U 2f 2k+1 - 23 '

which was to be proved.

1 would like to thank Professors Julien Cassaigne and Andras Sark6zy for

the valuable discussions.
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Chapter 6

An inequality between the

measures of pseudorandomness

6.1 Introduction

In this paper l will improve on a generalization of an inequality of Mauduit

and Sarkûzy [22], They introduced the following measures of pseudorandom

ness in [21]:
For a binary sequence

write
t

U(EN , t, a, b) = L ea+jb
j=l

and, for D = (dl, ' .. ,dk ) with non-negative integers 0 :S dl < ... < dk ,

M

V(EN , M, D) = L en+dl ", en+dk'
n=l

Then the well-distribution measure of EN is defined as

t

W(EN) = maxIU(EN,t,a,b)1 = max Lea+jb ,
a~~ a~~ .

}=l
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where the maximum is taken over aIl a, b, t such that a E Z, b, t E N and

1 :::; a + b :::; a + tb :::; N, while the correlation measure of order k of EN is

defined as
M

Ck(EN) = max IV(EN, M, D)I = max L en+dl'·· . en+dk ,
M,D M,D

n=l

where the maximum is taken over aIl D = (dl, ... ' dk ) and M such that

M +dk :::; N.

In [22] Mauduit and Sarkozy proved that for aIl sequences EN E

{-l, +l}N we have W(EN) :::; VNC2(EN). Later in [11] this inequality

was generalized by me to correlation measure of any even order: If 3e2
:::; N

and EN E {-l,+l}N then W(EN) :::; 3eNI- I /(2e) (C2e (EN))I/(2e). In the

present paper l will improve on the factor 3e showing that this inequality

even holds with an absolute constant factor:

Theorem 1 If c > 0, N ~ 18e/c2
, then for aU EN E {-l, +l}N we have

W(EN) :::; (Vi + c)NI-I/(2e)C2e(EN )1/(2e).

Mauduit and Sarkozy [22] also proved that their inequality is sharp by

using probabilistic arguments. In [11] l presented an explicit construction

for which the generalized inequality is sharp apart from a .jf factor. This

construction was based on the notion of index (discrete logarithm): Denote

ind n the index of n modulo p, defined as the unique integer with

gind n n (mod p),

and 1 :::; ind n :::; p -1, where 9 is a fixed primitive root modulo p. Let ind*n

be the modulo m residue of ind n:

with 1 :::; ind*n :::; m.

ind*n ind n (mod m) (6.1)

Construction 1 Let m 1 p - 1 and ind*n be the function defined by (6.1).

Then let the sequence Ep- I = {el,.'" ep-l} be

{
+1 if 1 :::; ind* f(n) :::; ~,

en = -1 if ~ < ind* f(n) :::; m or p 1 f(n), (6.2)

where f(x) E lFp[x] is a polynomial with the degree k.
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(6.3)

In Theorem 1 and 3 in [11] l gave estimates for the well-distribution

measure and correlation measures of this sequence Ep- l if sorne, not too

restrictive conditions hold on the polynomial f(x). Then

W(E _ ) » 1 pl-lieU) (C (E _ ))l/(U)
p 1 Jfkf+l 2l P 1

follows from these theorems, where the implied constant factor is absolute.

This inspired me to consider the simplest polynomial f(x) = x in Con

struction 1, hoping that inequality (6.3) holds with a factor larger than ~.

Indeed we will study the following sequence:

Construction 2 Let m 1 p - 1 and ind*n be the function defined by (6.1).

Then let the sequence Ep - l = {el, ... , ep-l} be

en = { +1
-1

For this sequence we have:

if 1 ::; ind*n ::; W',
if W' < ind*n ::; m.

(6.4)

Theorem 2 If m is even then the sequence in Construction 2 satisfies

while for odd m we have

p-l
W(Ep- l ) = -- + O(pl/2logplog(m + 1)).

m

Indeed, this is Theorem 1 in [11] in the special case when k, the degree

of the polynomial is 1.

In case of the correlation measure we will give slightly better upper bound

than in Theorem 3 (in the special case k = 1) in [11]:

Theorem 3 If m is even then the sequence in Construction 2 satisfies:

while for odd m we have
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(6.5)

It follows from Theorems 2 and 3:

Corollary 1 For every é > 0 there exist positive constants Po (é) and Co (é)
such that if p > Po(E) and m is an odd divisor of P - 1 with

p1/(21.)

m < CO(é) 1+1/1.
f (logp)

(so ~»5I.p1/2logp(10gm)I.), then

W(E
p

_ 1) 2:: (1 - é)p1-1/(2e) (CU(Ep _ 1))1/(U) . (6.6)

I remark that to make sure that condition (6.5) holds, first we fix an

odd integer m, and after this we look for a prime number p with m 1 p - 1

and (6.5). This is possible by Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic

progresslOns.

So, indeed Theorem 1 is best possible apart from a constant factor. The

interesting feature of this proof is that it is explicit, we give a sequence for

which (6.6) holds. In the most cases there is only an existence proof for the

sharpness of an inequality between pseudorandom measures.

6.2 Proofs of Theorem 1 and 3

Proof of Theorem 1

It follows from the definition of W(EN ) that there exist a E Z, b, t E N

with 1 ~ a + b < a + tb ~ N such that

(6.7)
a+b<i<a+tb

i=a+b (mod b)

For 0 ~ h < blet

D h def ( L eir
e

- 2f! L eil ... eiu' (6.8)
a+b<i<a+tb a+b<il < .. -<iu<a+tb
i=h -(mod b) h=il~ .. ·=iu (mod b)
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Using the multinomial theorem we get that D h is a sum of products of

the form c· ejl ... ejr where c ~ O. Thus D h takes his maximum when aU e/s

are +1 (or aU e/s are -1). 80:

Dh ~ (

a+b<i<a+tb
i=h -(mod b)

)
u

1 - 2f!
a+b<il < .. ·<iu<a+tb
h=il~"·=iu (mod b)

1

By this, (6.7) and (6.8) we have

b-l 2e
(W(EN))2e ~ L ( Lei)

h=O a+b<i<a+tb
i=h -(mod b)

b-l

= L (Dh + 2f! L eil ... ei U )

h=O a+b:Sil <.. ·<iu:Sa+tb
h=il ="'=iu (mod b)

b-l

~ L (4f2t U
-

l + 2e! L eil ... ei u )

h=O a+b:Sil <.. ·<iu:Sa+tb
h=il=.. ·=iu (mod b)

= 4be2ee- l + 2f! L eil ... eiu'

a+b:Sil <.. -<iu:Sa+tb
il ='''=iu (mod b)

From this replacing i2 by il +dl , i3 by il +d2 and so on, finaUy i2e by il +dU - l

we obtain

a+tb-du_l

L eil eil +dl ... eil+dU-l'

l:Sdl<·'-<du-l:S(t-l)b il=a+b
dl=· ..=du-l=O (mod b)

By the definition of the correlation measure we have

a+tb-du_l

1 L eil eil+dl ... eil+dU_ll ~ C2eE N·
il=a+b

(6.9)

(6.10)
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(6.9) and (6.10) we obtain

N2R.-1
(W(E ))2R. < 4f.2 N 2R.-1 + U' C (E )N - . (U _ 1)! 2R. N

( U) 2R. 1 ( )= U 1 + C
2
R.(E

N
) N - C2R. EN .

From this by the binomial theorem we get:

Kohayakawa, Mauduit, Moreira and V. Radl [3] proved that C2R.(EN ) >
)3(27+1) holds for aU EN E {-l,+l}N by this and since (2t')1/(2R.) ~ J2 we

get:

W(EN ) :ô h (1 + j3(2~+ 1)) NH/(U) (CU (EN ))l/(U).

If N 2 18t'/é2 2 6(2t' + 1)/é2 then this completes the proof of the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 3

The proof of the theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in

[10]. By the formula

1 ",,' {1 if m 1 ind a - ind b,
- L....J xJ(a)x(b) =
m X:X m =l 0 if m t ind a - ind b,

we obtain

en =2 L
lSiSm/2

i=ind n (mod m)

Thus

(6.11)

To prove Theorem 3, consider any J) = {dl, d2, ... ,dd with non-negative

integers dl < d2 < ... < dR. and positive integer M with M + dR. ~ P - 1.
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Then arguing as in [26, p. 382] with m in place of p - 1 from (6.11) we

obtain:

tXjj(n+djj)"'Xjk(n+djk)ÎI( L Xj;(lt))).
n=1 t=1 l~et~m/2

(6.12)

Let So = M, Vo = (~)e and for 1 ::; k ::; flet

M

Sk= max LXI(n+djJ"'Xk(n+djJ (6.13)
xdxo, .. ·,xâ:xo
I~jj <..-<jk~e n=1

and

L Xj;(lt)
l~et~m/2

(6.14)

Then by the triangle-inequality, the value of (-Ir+l and (6.12) we obtain

that if m is even then

(6.15)

and

V(EN , M, D) = ~,SoVo + 0 (~, ts,v,) (6.16)

Next we give an upper bound for Sk. In arder ta do this we will use the

following lemma:
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Lemma 1 Suppose that p is a prime, X is a non-principal character modulo

p of order z, f E lFp[x] has s distinct mots in F p , and it is not a constant

multiple of a z-th power of a polynomial over lFp. Let y be a real number with

a < y :::; p. Then for any x E "IR:

L x(J(n)) < 9Spl/2logp.
x<nSx+y

Poof of Lemma 1

This is a trivial consequence of Lemma 1 in [2]. Indeed, there this result

is deduced from Weil's theorem, see [28].

Now let X be a modulo p character of order m; for simplicity we will

choose X as the character uniquely defined by X(g) = e (rk)·
Returning to the estimate of Sk, let XU = XOu for u = 1,2, ... ,P, whence

by Xl #- XO, ... ,Xl #- Xo, we may take

1 :::; bu < m.

Thus in (6.13) we have

M

LXI (n + djJ ... Xk(n + djk )
n=l

M

L XO I (n + djJ ... xOl(n + djJ
n=l

M

= LX ((n + di! )°1
••• (n + djk )Ok) .

n=l

Since (n + djJOI ... (n + djk)Ok is not a perfect m-th power, this sum can be

estimated by Lemma 1, whence

(6.17)

By (6.14) we have
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Lemma 2

Proof of Lemma 2 This is Lemma 3 in [la] with m in place of d and m/2

in place of (p - 1)/2, and it can be proved in the same way.

Using Lemma 2 we obtain

(
l)e-k 4k (f!.)

Vk ~ L 2" (2m (log(m + l))k) = 2e k mk (log(m + l))k
1:Sjl .. ·:Sjk:se

(6.18)

By (6.15), (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) we obtain that if mis even then

and if m is odd then

V(EN , M,D) = :, + 0 epl:~Ogp tkG)4kmk (iog(m + 1))')
M (9f!.pl/2 log p )

= me + 0 me (4mlog(m + l))e

= ~ + 0 (5epl/210gp (log(m + l))e) ,

which completes the proof of the theorem.
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